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FEO: What You Need to Know

Front-End Optimization is built on our Intelligent Platform™—a network of tens of thousands of servers in
hundreds of networks around the world, controlled by systems that route requests, balance load, and ensure
uptime.

Important: These FEO features and settings will reach end of life in March 2021:

• Cellular Connection Keep-Alive

• Critical CSS for Mobile

• Invoke Click On-Touch

• JavaScript Pre-Execution

• Page Prefetching

• On-Demand Image Loading->Low-Quality Image Preload

• Resource Prefetching

You should disable these options before support ends if you want to test your revised
policy. Features that reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing
optimizations.

Review these topics to get a high-level understanding of how FEO works.

About FEO
Front-End Optimization accelerates web pages by creating modified versions of the HTML and supporting
resources that can render faster.

The techniques FEO uses to accelerate pages are referred to as optimization methods (or just
optimizations). Some optimization methods are specific to resource files such as images, JavaScript, and
style sheets. Other optimizations adjust the prioritization and queuing of rendering activities; these methods
include Asynchronous JavaScript, DNS Prefetching, and On-Demand Image Loading.

In short, FEO takes web pages from the origin server, then optimizes and delivers a modified copy of the
content to the requesting browser. The versions of resources that FEO has changed are considered
optimized. We may also refer to such content as transformed.

There are dozens of specific optimizations, which do one or more of the following:

• reduce the number and size of HTTP round-trip requests that a page requires to load.

• pare down the size of the page and/or its resources by using more efficient formats, improving
caching, and removing unnecessary content.
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• accelerate page rendering by adjusting the order and timing with which the browser loads page
objects.

Note: With FEO, no changes are made to the content on your origin.

Note: FEO does not affect Search Engine Optimization (SEO) results in any way.
When a web-crawling user agent requests a page that is enabled for FEO, Akamai
returns the origin page, not the transformed page.

Basic Concepts & Terminology
FEO uses language in a very precise way to conceptualize features, behaviors, and interactions with other
technologies. Before getting started with FEO, review the list of terms below.

Terms are organized around three contexts: 1) Configuring Akamai services, 2) configuring FEO in the
Akamai Control Center, and 3) implementing FEO, which happens behind the scenes on the edge network.

Terminology for Service Configuration
If this is the first time you are configuring Akamai services, review the following table to become familiar with
the terminology used for the host and origin processes.

Service Implementation Terminology

Term Description
digital property The digital property is an Akamai-assigned

identifier that indicates which configuration file and
application to use when processing requests.
Often, it is the full, end-user-facing hostname or
domain name of your application—for example,
www.example.com.

origin server The origin server is where you upload your
content for users to access via your web site. This
is typically maps to the URL the user employs to
link to your content.

origin server’s expected hostname, or forward
HOST header

The expected hostname, sometimes known as the
Forward HOST header, is the name the edge
server forwards to the origin in the HTTP HOST
request header. Often, this is the same name as
the digital property.

Terminology for FEO Configuration

Terms Definition

FEO Configuration

For FEO, the collection of optimization policies
assigned to a single property constitutes a
configuration. As is the case for other Akamai
products, a configuration is represented by an
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Terms Definition

auto-generated XML file containing the metadata
Akamai uses to deliver your content.

Parent Product Configuration

A configuration in Property Manager for the
product that provides you with the FEO feature,
such as Ion, Dynamic Site Accelerator, or Rich
Media Accelerator. To configure FEO, you first
enable the FEO behavior in your parent product
configuration

FEO Resources Configuration

Another configuration in Property Manager using
your parent product. Its purpose is to manage
delivery of FEO-optimized resources. You create a
dedicated FEO resources property that identifies
your FEO NetStorage group and the edge
hostnames for your domain shards.

Page Type

A set of pages that perform the same function on
you site and share similar elements such as CSS
files and JavaScript. For example, an e-commerce
site might consider all of their product detail pages
as a separate page type than their product line
overview pages, which simply list the different
products.

Optimization Policies

Optimization policies have two components:
match criteria and optimization methods.

Optimization policies determine which pages to
optimize and which optimization methods to apply
to the qualifying pages’ content. Optimization
policies should be built around a specific page
type. This makes it easier to apply the same set of
optimizations to pages that are structurally similar.

For example, an e-commerce site might use a
policy entitled ProductPages that would match on
all product detail pages and use optimization
methods such as Image Optimization,
Asynchronous JavaScript, and CSS Minification.

Match Criteria

There are two types of match criteria: URL
matches and browser matches.

URL matches identify HTML pages sharing certain
characteristics such as HTML structure or
resources. You use URL matches, either in the
form of wildcards or regular expressions, to
associate page URLs with optimization policies.

Browser matches allow you to apply policies
based on the requesting browser. A policy will
apply only to requests from the selected browsers;
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Terms Definition

requests from other browsers are excluded from
the policy.

Optimization Methods

An optimization method is a specific technique
that FEO uses to improve page performance.
Typically, you would use multiple methods to
optimize your site as each method performs a
different function. Some methods are dedicated to
a particular content type; other methods manage
broader processes such as HTTP requests.

Exclusions

An exclusion shields discretely-defined content
from a single optimization method.

For example, you might have third-party content
on your site that you must not alter in any way; so
applying image optimizations would be
problematic. In such a case, you could construct a
policy that optimizes all images on your pages
except those originating from an external source.

There are two types of exclusions: policy and
global. Policy-level exclusions apply individually.
Global exclusions prevent application of an
optimization method to all of the policies in the
configuration.

URL Constant

If, despite meeting a policy’s URL matches, the
first-requested URL is not structurally similar to
other pages in the policy, then the FEO Analyzer
may generate inefficient transformation rules.

To override the default usage of the first URL as
the benchmark for all policy transformations, enter
a URL Constant. FEO Analyzer will then ignore
the first-requested URL and instead use the URL
Constant as the model for all transformations for
all pages in the policy.

Suggested Policy

Also referred to as a Recommended Policy. To get
a suggested policy, you submit the URL of a page
you want optimized. FEO’s analysis engine returns
a collection of optimization methods as a
preconfigured policy that you may then add to
your FEO configuration.

Resource Delivery

Resource Delivery settings are key pieces of
information needed for the Intelligent Platform to
serve FEO content to end users. It consists of two
main elements:
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Terms Definition

• how to use your NetStorage account to
store optimized resources, and

• whether to deliver resources via domain
sharding or a virtual path.

NetStorage

An Akamai service that provides persistent,
replicated storage of site content. It mirrors
content to core network locations, which makes
the content easily accessible to edge servers. You
create a dedicated NetStorage group for your
FEO-optimized content.

Terminology for FEO Implementation

Terms Definition

First-Requested URL

The first time a browser requests a URL that maps
to a policy, for example Policy A, FEO uses this
URL’s page content as the basis for optimizing all
pages in Policy A. Thus the first-requested URL
becomes the policy benchmark.

FEO Analyzer

The FEO Analyzer is an FEO component working
on the back end. It analyzes the first-requested
URL to determine which optimizations should
apply to all of the pages in the policy. The
Analyzer produces instructional analysis rules,
containing two pieces:

• A list of transformations (the actual HTML
changes required to optimize the pages),
and

• A corresponding list of which resources to
transform.

FEO Transformer

Modifies a copy of the origin’s resources based on
Analyzer’s instructions. Once transformed, these
resources are optimized and cached in the edge
network. The original files, or base resources, stay
untouched and unoptimized on the origin server.

Analysis Rules

The set of transformation instructions the Analyzer
creates and gives to the Transformer. The
instructions include which resources to optimize
and how to do so.

Page
FEO measures a page as a single unit of text or
HTML rendered by a specific URL. A page’s URL,
by definition, must not resolve to any other content
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Terms Definition

type such as an image (.png, .jpeg, etc.) or unit of
media (.mp4, .flv, etc.).

Source Page

(Origin Page)

The source, or origin, page is the initial content on
the origin server that has not been modified by
FEO. FEO uses the content from an origin page
as a base, but never changes the content on the
actual origin.

Optimized Page

(Transformed Page)

FEO copies the content from the origin, optimizes
the page’s HTML, and serves an optimized page,
sometimes called a transformed page. The
optimized page is comprised of the content
resulting from applying the optimization methods
dictated by the FEO configuration.

Transformations The altered code snippets that FEO has injected
into the HTML of optimized pages.

Key Features
Front-End Optimization (FEO) accelerates web pages by modifying the pages' resources and HTML. By
automatically streamlining the code on a web page during the delivery process, FEO expedites the
transmission and rendering of the page's content. As a cloud-based service that requires no user-
implemented code, FEO is designed to work with any web site.

There are dozens of specific optimizations, which do one or more of the following:

• Reduce the number and size of HTTP round-trip requests that a page requires to load.

• Pare down the size of the page and/or its resources by using more efficient formats, improving
caching, and removing unnecessary content.

• Accelerate page rendering by adjusting the order and timing with which the browser loads page
objects.

See the table to get more details about these features and capabilities.

FEO features, described

Feature Description

Reducing round-trip requests
• Each HTTP client request and server

response combination equals one round-
trip on the network. Depending on the
speed of the requesting device and the
user's proximity to the origin server, a
single round-trip request can take a second
or longer to complete. A single web page
can require dozens of HTTP requests
before it can render content.
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Feature Description

• To reduce round-trip requests, FEO uses
several request-limiting techniques such as
eliminating unnecessary requests,
consolidating multiple style sheets and
JavaScript files, and using new caching
features in HTML5.

• Optimization methods that contribute to
request reductions include the following:

– File Versioning

– Asynchronous JavaScript

– Optimize CSS

– Optimize JavaScript

– On-Demand Image Loading

Paring down page/resource size
• The math is simple: The larger a web page

(measured in bytes), the longer it will take
a browser to render the content. FEO
keeps file size in check by adjusting image
formats, improving cache management,
compressing files, and consolidating code
in style sheets and in JavaScript files. The
process of file consolidation is called
minification. It strips JS, CSS, and HTML
files of the visual cues humans need—
such as line breaks, spaces, developer
comments, and long-form syntax—and
returns source code that allows a browser
to more quickly generate a visually
identical web page.

• Optimization methods that help pare down
the page size include the following:

– Optimize Images

– Optimize CSS

– Optimize JavaScript

Accelerating page rendering
• The default behavior of front-end

processes—such as sending HTTP
requests, running scripts, downloading
resources, and displaying human-readable
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Feature Description

content—is to proceed serially. That is, the
browser performs one task at a time and
postpones each task's launch until the
preceding task is complete.

• Task order is determined by a range of
factors, including where in the HTML page
the task's code is located. Because many
pages define style sheets and JavaScript
dependencies near the top of the source-
code page, these elements can delay
content download and display. FEO
circumvents many of the delays by running
more processes in parallel and, when
sequential activities are necessary,
reprioritizing content-generating tasks.

• Optimization methods that contribute to
streamlining processes include the
following:

– Asynchronous JavaScript

– Defer Print Style Sheets

– JavaScript Pre-Execution

– Page Prefetching

How FEO Works: A High-Level Breakdown

Initially, it is the browser’s request for content from an Akamaized web site that triggers the FEO process.
Here is a simplified sequence of events from the initial request to the delivery of FEO-optimized web
content.

How to

1. A browser sends an HTTP request to an Akamaized web site.

2. Akamai determines that the site is provisioned for FEO and then proceeds to check for an active
FEO-specific configuration file. The FEO configuration specifies which optimization methods to apply
and under what circumstances.

3. Assuming the presence of an active FEO configuration, FEO then optimizes the requested content
and caches it on edge servers.

4. Subsequently, additional HTTP requests for the same content will receive the cached, optimized
content.

5. After the expiration of the Time-to-Live (TTL) (or Max Age) setting in your parent product’s
configuration, one of two things will happen:
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• If there is an active FEO configuration file, FEO will repeat the optimization process upon the
next HTTP request, and it will return freshly-optimized content.

• If there is no longer an active configuration, the FEO-optimized content expires and the
requesting browser will receive the unoptimized content retrieved from the origin server.

Configuration Types Explained
To use FEO, you will need three configurations:

• a parent product configuration,

• an FEO resources configuration, and

• an FEO configuration.

These configurations do not all use the same configuration tool. You access the parent product and FEO
resources configurations through Property Manager. You access the FEO configuration through FEO
Configuration Manager.

Parent Product Configuration

The parent product configuration controls the function of multiple Akamai features. You should be familiar
with the existing configuration(s) for your parent product.

The key change you will make to your parent product’s configuration is enabling FEO. This only makes the
FEO feature available to you. It does not prompt FEO to perform any analysis or optimization.

Note: You must enable FEO in the parent product configuration first. FEO
configurations do not work until you have completed this step.

Generally, FEO does not affect how your parent product’s features work, with the obvious exception that
some resources delivered will be optimized. However, there are certain combinations of settings that are not
compatible between FEO and the parent product. The FEO user documentation flags these combinations.

FEO Resources Configuration

You also need a configuration in Property Manager that controls how optimized resources are sent to edge
servers. This configuration is for a separate FEO resources property that is on the same account as your
parent product configuration.

One function of the FEO resources configuration is to connect FEO to your FEO NetStorage group.
NetStorage is an Akamai service that provides persistent, replicated storage of site content. It mirrors
content to a small number of core network locations, which makes the content easily accessible to edge
servers. You create a dedicated NetStorage group for your FEO-optimized content. In the FEO resources
configuration, you tell the Akamai network to use NetStorage as the origin for your optimized content.

The FEO resources configuration also helps support domain sharding, a technique for speeding load times
by creating more connections to client browsers. In the FEO resources configuration, you create an edge
hostname for each domain shard.

For more information about resource delivery, NetStorage, and domain sharding, see the following:
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• FEO and Domain Sharding

• Considerations for Domain Sharding

• Configuring Domain Sharding for HTTP Requests

• Configuring Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests

FEO Configuration

Finally, the FEO configuration provides the information necessary for FEO to analyze your site’s content,
perform optimizations, and deliver the optimized resources. FEO configurations function much like your
parent product configurations. Both types of configurations can be created and modified using an interface in
the Akamai Control Center that will auto-generate metadata in the correct XML format. There are two key
differences:

• The configuration for your parent product controls settings for multiple Akamai products and services,
whereas the FEO configuration defines the behavior for Front-End-Optimization only.

• Instead of Property Manager, you use a different tool to create and manage FEO configurations: the
FEO Configuration Manager.

Note: Creating an FEO configuration does not start optimization. FEO will not optimize
any resources until you activate an FEO configuration.

A Closer Look at FEO Configurations

As is the case with other Akamai products, you manage your FEO implementation using configuration files
in the form of metadata, stored as XML. FEO’s configuration files work somewhat differently than other
Akamai configuration files. For one thing, FEO has a dedicated configuration file that must be accessed and
maintained in an FEO-only section of the Akamai Control Center. Also, constructing FEO configurations
entails different steps. Consider the main elements that comprise an FEO configuration:

• An FEO configuration contains optimization policies, global exclusions, and resource delivery
settings; a configuration can have one or more policies and zero or more global exclusions.

• An optimization policy represents a collection of optimization methods to apply to a set of pages
that share similar content, function, and structure.

• An optimization method is the actual technique FEO uses to optimize web content.

• Individual optimization methods may have policy-level exclusions, which protect specific content
from that particular optimization.

• A configuration can have zero or more global exclusions to prevent application of an optimization
method to all of the policies in the configuration.

• Each FEO configuration includes exactly one set of resource delivery settings; they include
information about the location that delivers resources (NetStorage) and the method of delivery
(domain sharding or virtual path) for HTTP and HTTPS requests.

Note: For more information about these terms, see Basic Concepts & Terminology.
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Take a look at the figure "FEO's hierarchy of configuration elements." The diagram shows two possible
versions of a configuration file, with the second more complicated than the first. (Because the Akamai
Control Center displays configuration files with the newest at the top of the list, this diagram uses the same
sorting method.)

1. The first configuration version is simple: It contains one policy. This policy is supposed to optimize
the property's home page, so it uses URL matches to detect HTTP requests for the home page. The
HomePage policy includes optimization methods selected for their relevancy to the home page's
content. To protect some content from changes, individual methods have local exclusions defined.

2. There are two key differences between the versions: First, Version 2 contains three policies, each
named to reflect the target content. Second, with the addition of two new policies, it may be
necessary to define global exclusions that will protect content from all of them. So Version 2 has
global exclusions applied, whereas Version 1 does not.

FEO's hierarchy of configuration elements

The State of FEO Configurations
Getting started with FEO is a two-step process: first, you must enable FEO as an optional feature of your
parent product; then you must create, define, and activate an FEO Configuration. We use the terms enable/
disable and activate/deactivate to describe different states of FEO configurations. FEO can be enabled, but
not active; to be active it must also be enabled.

The Configuration History page indicates if FEO is enabled and which configurations are active on the
production and staging environments.

The distinctions between enabled/disabled and activated/deactivated depends on status information from
two kinds of configurations: the FEO configuration and the parent product configuration. Using FEO also
requires an FEO resources configuration (see Configuration Types Explained).

A high-level description of each FEO state, coupled with its controlling configuration, follows.
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Determinative Configuration State of FEO Description

Parent Product

Enabled

FEO is enabled, for a specific
account, as an optional
feature of the parent product.
The account’s web content is
eligible for FEO.

Disabled

The account’s configuration
metadata does not indicate
FEO is enabled; when
Akamai serves content for the
account, the parent product
will not run FEO
optimizations.

FEO

Active

FEO is enabled for the
account as an optional
feature of the parent product,
and an FEO Configuration
Version has been pushed to
the network. A version can be
active on the Edge Staging
Network (ESN), Production,
or both.

Inactive

An inactive FEO
Configuration Version was at
one point active on one or
more networks, but no longer
determines how FEO will be
implemented for the
associated property. Inactive
configuration versions can be
reactivated.

How FEO is Like an Appliance

Think about FEO as an appliance with both a power cord and a power button. When FEO is enabled, its
power cord is plugged in. A plugged-in appliance is ready to use power; but this does not mean it is doing
so. Similarly, when FEO is enabled, it is ready to be used but still requires an active FEO configuration to do
anything. Activating an FEO configuration version (pushing it to a network) is like turning on an appliance by
pressing the power button.

Additional Resources
To get the most out of FEO, refer to additional resources, including parent product documentation and
OPEN APIs.

FEO does not stand on its own. It is included as either a standard or optional feature in Ion, Dynamic Site
Accelerator (DSA) & Dynamic Site Accelerator Premium (DSAP), Rich Media Accelerator (RMA), Terra Alta,
and Web Application Accelerator (WAA). Whichever product you use in conjunction with FEO is your FEO
parent product. You should be familiar with your parent product and its configurations on your property.
Front-End Optimization User
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The FEO documentation is a companion reference to the documentation for your parent product. User
guides, implementation guides, and online help typically include information about managing your domain
name, Edge Hostname, origin server, SSL certificates, caching preferences, and related tasks required
before you can successfully use Akamai products. For example, if you are using FEO with Ion, you will want
to refer to the Ion documentation; if you are using Rich Media Accelerator, you will need its documentation.
And so forth.

Consult your parent product documentation if you have not yet read it or if you need a refresher on enabling
FEO for use with other Akamai products.

You can access product-specific documentation from the Akamai Control Centerby selecting the Support
link at the top of any page and then selecting User and Developer Guides. Additionally, you may look up
topics in the knowledge base by using the search tool, which appears at the top right-hand corner of every
Control Center page.

Also, some FEO functionality can also be used via our Open APIs. Refer to the API Docs for more
information.

When to Escalate to Customer Support
If you are experiencing an issue related to Front-End Optimization, you should first look for a solution in the
documentation.

Begin by reviewing the following sections of this online help:

• Starting the FEO Setup Process

• Using FEO's Configuration Manager on page 31

• Optimization Methods on page 47

Also, search the Knowledge Base and Community site for the issue.

If you still cannot find a solution to your FEO issue, enter a support ticket. When entering a ticket, be sure to
include the following data to aid the troubleshooting process:

• URL(s) affected

• Digital property in use

• Symptoms of the issue (include a screen shot if possible)

• Browser(s) displaying the issue

• Steps to reproduce

• The HTML source code from both the origin source and optimized pages

• User agent(s) from logs, if available
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Considerations

Before you configure FEO, familiarize yourself with certain special considerations. This includes interactions
between FEO and other Akamai features for images and other content, domain sharding, HTTP/2, and PCI
compliance.

Interactions with Image Settings in the Parent Product
The main concern with using multiple features on images is how to get the desired image quality.

There are three parent-product features that can change an image’s resolution:

• Adaptive Image Compression (AIC)

• Image Converter (IC)

• Image Manager

AIC and IC apply only to images that FEO has not already optimized. (For example, images with a TTL of
less than two hours would be optimized by AIC.) This ensures that no images will be double-compressed.
Keep in mind that any IC commands will be skipped for FEO-optimized images, even commands that do not
involve image compression. Therefore, you might want to put the FEO rule last in your parent configuration
to reflect the effective results.

Also, FEO optimizes only the images on the analyzed pages for each of your policies. For example, if one of
your policies analyzes the contents of the first of three pages in your product catalog, FEO will optimize your
company logo, the seasonal sale banner image, and all of the thumbnails for the products on that page.
When users advance to the second page, however, only the logo and sale banner images will be optimized.
FEO will not optimize the product thumbnails on that page.

Image Manager is not compatible with FEO optimizations that affect image quality. You can use any other
FEO optimizations with Image Manager.

Here are some recommended best practices regarding FEO, AIC, IC, and Image Manager:

• If you wish to use IC commands—such as resizing or cropping—be sure FEO does not optimize
those images. No IC commands are applied to FEO-optimized images.

• Add an AIC rule to your parent-product configuration that will catch any JPEG files that are not on
FEO-analyzed pages.

• Both AIC and IC will skip compression for any images that FEO has already optimized.

• Do not apply Image Manager to any resources that use Optimize Images or image-specific settings
in Optimize CSS.

• The On-Demand Image Loading optimization method (also known as Just-in-Time) works with AIC,
and can facilitate performance gains if a lot of images are off screen.

• If image zooming is important for an application, image optimizations of any kind might not work well.
If you apply optimizations to such images, be sure to test the results carefully.
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Tips for Using FEO Image Optimizations
FEO has a few different options that optimize images. These tips can help ensure that images on your site
are optimized as you intend.

• Check each policy’s logic carefully.Confirm that the intended optimization and settings are applied
to each image. The Test URL feature can help you identify which policy applies to a particular page
and its images.

• FEO optimizes only the images on the analyzed page for each policy.For example, if one of your
policies analyzes the contents of the first of three pages in your product catalog, FEO will optimize
your company logo, the seasonal sale banner image, and all of the thumbnails for the products on
that page. When users advance to the second page, however, only the logo and sale banner images
will be optimized. FEO will not optimize the product thumbnails on that page. You can determine
which page FEO analyzes for a policy by setting a URL Constant.

• Some images on your site might be part of the CSS, not the HTML.To optimize these images,
add the Optimize CSS method and select the appropriate settings for optimizing images.

• FEO handles optimizations intelligently to achieve performance gains.If optimizing an image
would not sufficiently improve performance, FEO might not apply the optimization to that image. For
example, suppose a policy tells FEO to convert images to WebP format for requests from Chrome
browsers. If FEO determines that a particular image file would be about the same size in WebP
format, it will skip that file and only convert the images where the WebP format file size is smaller.

How Other Akamai Features May Affect Your FEO Optimizations
In addition to features that affect images, some Akamai features can interact with FEO optimizations for
images and other content types. If your parent product configuration includes any of the features listed in
this section, please review the associated FEO considerations.

For information about how Akamai features related to images might affect your FEO configuration, see 
Interactions with Image Settings in the Parent Product on page 16 and Tips for Using FEO Image
Optimizations on page 17.

The following table provides information on other Akamai features that may affect your FEO optimizations.

Feature FEO Considerations

Web Application Firewall (WAF)

WAF configurations may block requests from the
FEO Analyzer, if geographic blocking is used.
Contact your account representative if you use
geographic blocking with WAF.

Global Search & Replace

If you use hostname rewriting with the Global
Search & Replace feature, any hostname rewrites
are applied after FEO transformations. Given this,
if any of your FEO URL matches include hard-
coded links, the FEO optimizations will not be
applied.

Edge Side Includes (ESI) If ESI is enabled on the property-level
configuration, your FEO optimizations may not be
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Feature FEO Considerations

applied because ESI transformations are applied
first. If you use ESI, contact your account
representative for a workaround.

Device Characterization (DC)

DC provides device characteristics information to
the origin. Based on this information, the origin
can provide a different version of an object. (For
example, an end user on an iPhone can receive a
custom HTML object for iPhones.) If you use DC,
contact your account representative about your
options when using FEO and DC in tandem.

Caching

FEO currently ignores base-page caching. If you
use base-page caching, contact your account
representative for a workaround.

For resource caching, FEO takes into account the
TTL of the objects: If the TTL of the resource is
less than 2 hours, it won’t be optimized by default.

Shopper Prioritization Application (SPA)

SPA may affect downstream caching, which may
also prevent FEO from optimizing any of the site’s
resources. To work around this potential issue,
cache only the base page, not the resources.

Considerations for Domain Sharding
When FEO optimizes the resources for a page—images, JavaScript files, style sheets, etc.—it stores them
in a NetStorage group that is specific to FEO, ready to be retrieved when FEO-optimized pages need them.
You must decide how FEO delivers these resources. One option is domain sharding.

Review FEO and Domain Sharding to learn what domain sharding is and how it works in FEO.

For configuration instructions, see:

• Configuring Domain Sharding for HTTP Requests

• Configuring Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests

Considerations for HTTPS
Domain sharding can be very effective at improving load times for HTTP requests. But for HTTPS requests,
it is often not recommended. Here’s why.

When an end user requests a resource using HTTPS, the browser and the domain exchange handshakes to
establish the secure connection. If there are multiple domain shards (e.g., feo1.example.com and
feo2.example.com), the browser must exchange handshakes with each domain. Often, the time required to
establish multiple secure connections to additional domains is greater than the time saved by increasing the
number of connections available for loading resources simultaneously.

Take this into consideration when deciding how to deliver resources for HTTPS requests.
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Resource Delivery for HTTPS requests is configured on the Resource Delivery tab of the FEO Configuration
Details page, in the third pane (Configure Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests).

If you do not want to use domain sharding for HTTPS requests, you have two options:

• Disable HTTPS resource delivery. If you select this option, no FEO-optimized resources will be
available for HTTPS requests.

• Bypass domain sharding for HTTPS requests by configuring a virtual path. This ensures that FEO-
optimized resources are served for HTTPS requests.

The virtual path option is recommended in most cases. This method changes both how FEO rewrites URLs
and how the parent product handles requests for optimized resources.

Instead of inserting a shard number into the URL, FEO replaces everything before the filename with a virtual
path, such as /feo-cdn . For example, consider a request that FEO might rewrite like this for HTTP
domain sharding:

http://feo2.example.com/JC89923NV908.jpg

For HTTPS, you would configure FEO Resource Delivery to rewrite that URL like this:

/feo-cdn/JC89923NV908.jpg

The directory /feo-cdn does not actually exist. This path functions as a flag to indicate requests that are
not receiving optimized content via the domain shards. You will modify your parent product’s configuration to
find requests that have this flag and serve optimized content from NetStorage.

Preparation for Domain Sharding
If you plan to use domain sharding, begin by deciding what the sharding edge hostnames will be.

Usually, sharding edge hostnames have four elements.

1. A prefix, such as http://feo .

2. The shard number ( 1 and 2 , if you have two shards).

3. The property’s main domain name, such as example.com.

4. The domain that Akamaicontrols for directing traffic through the Intelligent Platform:

a. edgesuite.net if the Secure option is enabled in your parent product configuration

b. edgekey.net if the Secure option is not enabled in your parent production configuration

So if your parent product configuration uses edgesuite.net edge hostnames and you want to configure two
shards, your sharding edge hostnames would look like this:

http://feo1.example.com.edgesuite.net
http://feo2.example.com.edgesuite.net
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Similarly, if your parent product configuration uses edgekey.net edge hostnames, your two sharding edge
hostnames would look like this:

http://feo1.example.com.edgekey.net
http://feo2.example.com.edgekey.net

Decide what your sharding edge hostnames will be and make a note of them. You will use them when
creating your FEO resources configuration and in the Resource Delivery Settings of your FEO configuration.

FEO and HTTP/2
The next-generation internet protocol (HTTP/2) includes some changes that enhance performance. FEO can
detect HTTP/2 requests and responds to them intelligently.

HTTP/2 provides better results than some FEO optimizations. FEO automatically ignores these settings for
HTTP/2 requests:

• Optimize CSS

– HTML5 Advanced Cache: Adaptive Consolidation

– Small Image Embedding

• Optimize JavaScript

– HTML5 Advanced Cache: Adaptive Consolidation

– Inline External JavaScript

PCI Compliance Considerations

Caution: If it is important for your digital property to be PCI-compliant, you must
ensure that FEO is not applied to pages that might collect credit card numbers or other
card-holder information. Please check that such pages are excluded from your FEO
configuration.
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Starting the FEO Setup Process

The FEO setup process begins with three essential tasks: enabling FEO, setting up a NetStorage group,
and activating an FEO resources property.

The full process of setting up FEO looks like this:

1. Modify the parent product configuration to enable FEO

2. Set up a NetStorage group

3. Create and configure an FEO resources property and activate it

4. Configure FEO settings and policies

5. Activate the parent product and FEO configurations in the testing environment

6. Test FEO functionality

7. Go live

The following sections describe the first three steps to the FEO setup process. Once they are complete,
you're ready to configure FEO using FEO's Configuration Manager.

Enabling FEO
Before you can begin configuring FEO, you must first enable it as an optional feature of the configuration for
your parent product.

Before you begin
If you have not already done so, review the optional features section of your parent product’s
implementation guide to learn more.

In most cases, you enable FEO in your parent product configuration by doing the following.

How to

1. Access the Property Home page in Property Manager.

2. Either edit your latest configuration (if it has not yet been activated) or edit a new version of your
latest configuration.

3. In the Default Rule, add the Front-End Optimization behavior.

4. Set the behavior’s Enable switch to On.

5. Save the edited configuration.
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Setting Up NetStorage
These steps are performed in FEO Configuration Manager. In this part, you begin creating your first FEO
configuration and generate a NetStorage group to store your optimized resources.

Note: Creating a NetStorage group requires a user who has administrative
permissions on your account.

How to

1. Navigate to the Property Details page for the property you want to configure.

2. On the Related apps menu, select Front-End Optimization. This displays the FEO Configuration
History page.

Tip: If Front-End Optimization does not appear on the Related apps menu,
check that 1) you are on the Property Details page, not the Account or Group
Home page, and 2) FEO is provisioned for and enabled on that property.

3. Click the Create New Version button. This displays the FEO Configuration New Version page.

4. Select the Resource Delivery tab.
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Resource Delivery Settings
5. In the Configure NetStorage Settings pane, click the Get Settings button.

a. If you already have an available FEO NetStorage group, the NetStorage Settings fields auto-
populate. Skip ahead to Step 6.

b. If you do not yet have an FEO NetStorage group, a message appears prompting you to
create one.

6. If prompted, click the Create NetStorage button.
In a few moments, the NetStorage Settings fields auto-populate.

7. Make a note of the values in the NetStorage Upload Account Username and NetStorage CP
Code fields.

8. Click the Save Configuration button.
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A notification message appears reminding you to configure your resource delivery settings before
activating. Dismiss this message.

Creating and Activating the FEO Resources Property
You create this configuration in Property Manager. It must be in the same account as your parent product
and FEO configurations.

You will perform four tasks: creating the new property, configuring the hostname settings, configuring the
rules, and activating the configuration.

Creating the FEO Resources Property
The FEO resources that are created when some FEO optimizations are enabled, need to be served through
Property Manager. If you choose to create a separate property to serve FEO resources through separate
host names, follow these instructions.

This property must be in the same account as your parent product and FEO configurations.

How to

1. Log in to the Akamai Control Center (https://control.akamai.com).

2. Select your account if it is not already displayed.

3. Click the +Create button and select the Property option.

a. Set Property Type to Property Manager.

b. For Product, select the parent product that includes FEO.

c. Select the contract for this new property.

4. Enter a name for your FEO resources property. It is recommended that it be similar to your parent
product’s property name, prefixed with feo-resources.

Example
Example: feo-resources.example.com

5. Click the Create Property button.
The Property Manager Editor page appears.

Next steps
To continue with FEO setup, configure the hostname settings for your FEO resources property.

Configuring Hostname Settings
In this section, you will create an edge hostname for each domain shard. (You will configure the remaining
domain sharding settings when you complete your FEO configuration.) The end result is to map each
sharding edge hostname to itself. Therefore, you will be configuring the same value in both the Property
Hostname field and the Edge Hostname field.

The settings in this task apply to the FEO resources property.
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These instructions assume you will be configuring your main domain plus two domain shards. To adapt
them, simply create one property hostname entry per domain shard.

If you do not require edgekey.net sharding edge hostnames (i.e., your parent product configuration does not
have the Secure option selected), ignore the steps flagged “HTTPS Properties.”

Important: The sharding edge hostnames should be on the same domain as your
parent product configuration’s edge hostnames—both should be edgesuite.net, or both
should be edgekey.net. Properties that use HTTPS (i.e., the Secure option is selected)
use edgekey.net hostnames, and HTTP-only properties use edgesuite.net.

Note:
If your parent product configuration does not have the Secure option enabled, skip the
steps that are flagged “HTTPS Properties.”

How to

1. HTTPS Properties: Select the Secure checkbox.

Secure option (HTTPS-enabled properties only)
2. In the Property Hostnames pane, click the Add button.

The Property Hostnames wizards opens, prompting you to add property hostnames.

3. Enter the sharding edge hostnames you determined earlier, and click Next.

IP version selection
4. If your site supports IPv6, select IPv4 + IPv6. If not (or if you are not sure), select IPv4 only. Click

Next.

The Review Edge Hostnames window appears. The sharding edge hostnames you entered are
displayed in the Property Hostname column.
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5. Select a certificate. For information about certificates, see the Property Manager online help.

6. Set the value in the Edge Hostname column so that it matches the value in the Property Hostnames
column. You will do this for each sharding edge hostname individually. The process is slightly
different for HTTP-only and HTTPS properties.

If… Then…

HTTP-only properties
• Click the edit button ( ) for the first

entry. A window appears prompting you
to create or select an edge hostname.

• Select Create Edge Hostname, click
the input field, and enter the first
portions of the sharding edge
hostname. Omit "edgesuite.net".

• On the drop-down menu to the right of
that input box, select edgesuite.net.

• Click Update. The view returns tot he
property hostnames wizard.

• Repeat for each sharding edge
hostname.

HTTP/HTTPS properties
• Click the edit button ( ) for the first

entry. A window appears prompting you
to create or select an edge hostname.

• Select Custom, click the Custom
CNAME Target field, and enter the full
sharding edge hostname. Include
"edgekey.net".

• Click Update. The view returns tot he
property hostnames wizard.

• Repeat for each sharding edge
hostname.

7. Confirm that the property hostname and edge hostname shown for each shard are the same and that
they match the sharding edge hostnames you noted earlier.

8. Click Submit.
A success message appears, which you can dismiss. The view returns to the Property Manager
Editor.

Next steps
To continue setting up FEO, configure the rules for the FEO resources property.
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Configuring Rules
In this section, you will use the FEO NetStorage group you created earlier to set NetStorage as the origin for
your FEO-optimized content. Also, you will set various behaviors to apply to FEO-optimized content.

This task applies to the FEO resources property configuration.

How to

1. Delete all rules except the Default Rule.

2. In the Default Rule (which has no match criteria), remove the Allow POST and Real User
Monitoring behaviors.

3. In the Default Rule, modify the remaining behaviors as follows:

a. Origin Server: Set Origin Type to NetStorage. Set NetStorage Account to the NetStorage
upload account username create in Setting Up NetStorage on page 22.

b. Content Provider Code: Use the NetStorage CP code create in Setting Up NetStorage on
page 22.

4. In the Default Rule, add the following behaviors, configured as described in the example that follows
these instructions.

Note: Every new version of an optimized resource has a unique filename. The
long TTL (Max-age) configured here does not prevent modified resources from
updating before the TTL expires.

5. Add a rule using the Blank Rule template, and name it “Last Mile Compression.”

6. In the Last Mile Compression rule, add a File Extension match criteria with the values html, js, and
css.

7. In the Last Mile Compression rule, add the Last Mile Acceleration behavior and set Compress
Response to Always.

Last Mile Compression rule in FEO resources configuration
8. Add another rule using the Blank Rule template, and name it “Unsupported Content-Types.”
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9. Add a child rule to this rule, selecting the Content-Type Override template (located in the User
Experience category).

10. Rename this rule “JPEG 2000,” set the Match Criteria to If File Extension is one of jp2, and
configure the Modify Outgoing Response Header Value settings as follows:

• Action: Modify

• Select Header Name: Content-Type

• New Header Value: image/jp2

• Avoid Duplicate Headers: Yes

JPEG 2000 rule in FEO resources configuration
11. Repeat Steps 9 and 10 to create a child rule named "JPEGXR" with these differences:

• Match criteria: jxr file extension

• New Header Value: image/vnd.ms-photo

12. Repeat Steps 9 and 10 to create a child rule named "WebP" with these differences:

• Match criteria: webp file extension

• New Header Value: image/webp
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13. Confirm that there are no errors in the configuration, and then save it.

Example
This example shows how to configure the Default Rule for the FEO resources configuration.

Caching:

• Caching Options: Cache

• Force Revalidation of Stale Objects: Serve stale if unable to validate

• Max-age: 365 days

Prefect Objects:

• Enable: On

Tiered Distribution:

• Enable: On

• Tiered Distribution Map: Global (ch2)

Downstream Cacheability:

• Caching Option: Allow caching

• Cache Lifetime: Full edge TTL (max-age)

• Send Headers: Send only Cache-Control

• Mark as Private: Off

Cache HTTP Error Responses:

• Enable: On

• Max-age: 30 seconds

• Preserve Stale Objects: On

Cache Key Query Parameters:

• Behavior: Exclude all parameters

Enhanced Akamai Protocol: No settings required

Next steps
You have now completed all of the settings for the FEO resources configuration. Continue with the next task,
activating this configuration.
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Activating the FEO Resources Configuration
Once you have completed the FEO resources configuration, activate it.

Note: In order to test domain sharding functionality, you must activate your FEO
resources configuration in production, not staging. If you do not have a live FEO
configuration on production yet, this will not affect your existing parent product
configuration. No end users are receiving pages that have been rewritten to include
sharding edge hostnames.

How to

1. Navigate to the Property Details Page for your FEO resources configuration.

2. On the Actions menu ( ) for your new FEO resources configuration (Version 1), select Activate.
This displays the Property Manager Activate page.

3. Click the Activate v1 on Production button.
The Production Network Activation window appears.

4. In the informational message, check the box to acknowledge.

5. Enter a comment in the Notes field that will identify this change. For example: “Activating FEO
resources configuration on production.”

6. Confirm that the e-mail address where you wish to receive notifications appears in the Address(es)
field. Optionally, enter additional addresses separated by commas.

7. Click the Activate v1 on Production button.

Example
Enter an example that illustrates the current task.

Next steps
Enter the tasks the user should do after finishing this task.
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Using FEO's Configuration Manager

To set up and update your FEO configuration, you need to go to FEO's Configuration Manager, which is a
configuration application accessed from the Akamai Control Center. Although it has many similarities to
Property Manager, it is a separate environment. Review these topics to learn how to access FEO
Configuration Manager, navigate to its various pages, and use them to create and manage your FEO
configuration.

In order to be able to view FEO Configuration Manager, both the account contract and the digital property
you want to optimize must be provisioned to use FEO. Moreover, FEO should have already been selected
as an optional feature of your parent product's configuration file (see Enabling FEO on page 21).

Assume your account is example.com, and for that domain you own the digital properties example.com
and example.net. If you select the digital property example.net and it is not enabled for FEO, you will
not be able to access the FEO Configuration Manager. However, if you select FEO-enabled example.com,
you will.

Navigating to FEO's Configuration Manager
Follow these instructions to access FEO's Configuration Manager, where you can create and manage your
FEO configuration.

Before you begin
Complete the initial steps in the setup process. This includes enabling FEO, setting up NetStorage to
receive transformed resources, and activating a property to manage your FEO resources.

How to

1. Start on the Akamai Control Center home page (https://control.akamai.com)

2. Select the FEO-ready account you want to work with.

3. Select the property to work with.

4. In the Akamai Control Center UI, from the Related apps menu, select Front-End Optimization.
This displays the FEO Configuration Manager History Page.

Attention:

If you do not see the Front-End Optimization link under the Related apps
menu, there are two reasons this might be the case:

• You have selected your account, but not a property.

• You have selected a property that is not provisioned for FEO.

Next steps
Now that you have accessed FEO's Configuration Manager, learn the basics of navigating the application by
familiarizing yourself with the top-level configuration pages.
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Top-Level Configuration Pages
The FEO Configuration Manager consists of four main pages: Configuration History, Configuration Details,
Create New Optimization Policy, and Edit Optimization Policy.

Synopsis of FEO configuration pages

The page How to use it
Configuration History

• Review the high-level details of all your
versions including creation dates,
comments, and network statuses.

• Control your FEO configuration on the
production environment via one-click
activation, deactivation, and content
purging.

• Manage your FEO configuration files by
adding, cloning, comparing, and deleting
versions.

Configuration Details
• Review policy elements for a configuration

version, including associated match criteria
and optimizations.

• Manage which policies are active; delete
individual policies entirely.

• Test URLs to determine which policy would
be applied.

• Access the Create New Policy and Edit
Policy pages.

• Access the configuration’s Global
Exclusions and Resource Delivery
Settings.

Create New Optimization Policy From the Configuration Details page, click the Add
Policy button to access the Create New
Optimization Policy page. Once you are on this
page, you can:

• Assign a name to a new policy.

• Build match criteria based on the URL of
incoming requests and the requesting
browser.

• Optionally, set a URL constant to serve as
the basis for all page transformations in the
policy.
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The page How to use it

• Select optimization methods, refine how
the methods will be applied, and define
content to exclude from the selected
methods.

Edit Optimization Policy Page
• Modify generic components of the policy,

including the policy name, URL matches,
and browser matches.

• Change the selected optimization methods,
their settings, and any optimization-specific
exclusions.

Configuration History
This page lists configuration versions with their current statuses on the staging and production networks.
Use the FEO Configuration History page to manage all facets of FEO Configuration Versions.

The Configuration History page is the home page for FEO's Configuration Manager. If you are on another
page in the application, you can return to the Configuration History page. Save any changes on your current
page, which returns you to the previous page. Continue to save changes as you work your way back to the
Configuration History page. (The name of the button that saves changes differs depending on the page you
are on.) If you don't care to save your changes (which is not advised), you can click the Cancel buttons to
return to the topmost page.

The controls on the Configuration History page allow users to:

• monitor the history and statuses of configuration versions

• clone, edit, delete, and compare configuration versions

• purge transformed HTML from both staging and production

• quickly deactivate all FEO configurations with a single click

• activate/deactivate configuration versions on staging and production

Which capabilities are available at any given time vary depending on the current state of FEO, and the
status of existing FEO configuration versions. For example, if a configuration version is active, it can be
cloned but not edited or deleted. A configuration that has never been active can be edited, deleted, or
activated. Additionally, some activities, such as deactivating and purging, can be done in several different
ways.

Controls for the FEO Configuration History Page
This reference describes the indicators and controls on the Configuration History page. The availability of
some controls depends on a configuration version's status.

One key element of the Configuration History page is the production status indicator. This shows the current
state of FEO in the production environment. It does not reflect FEO status in the staging (or any other)
environment.
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FEO production status indicators

Indicator What it means

FEO is Active Signals that FEO is active on the production environment. There is an
active FEO configuration file on production. That version is marked in the
history table with a green bullet.

FEO is Pending Indicates that there is an FEO configuration awaiting either activation or
deactivation on the production network. In the history table, the pending
version is marked with an orange bullet and a text label.

FEO is Inactive Indicates that there are no active FEO configurations on production. The
most recently active configuration is marked in the history list with a red
bullet.

FEO is Disabled Indicates that FEO is not currently active in production. This is because
FEO is not enabled in the parent product configuration, there is no FEO
configuration active in production, or both.

Configuration History page controls

Item Description Action availability by version status

New Active Inactive

Activate button

Appears only when FEO is inactive.
Click to activate the most recently
active configuration on production. To
activate a different configuration, or
activate a configuration on the staging
environment, use the Action tool.

Yes

Deactivate button

When FEO is active, the Deactivate
button appears. Use this button to
remove the currently active
configuration from the production
environment—without pushing a
different version in its place.

Immediately after selecting Deactivate,
FEO moves to the pending state, which
means you cannot activate any other
versions.

Selecting Deactivate prevents the
renewal of your FEO configuration after
your parent product’s TTL has expired.
Once this happens, FEO will revert to
delivering the unoptimized content from
your origin.

Deactivating a production configuration
purges optimized content.

Yes
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Item Description Action availability by version status

Create New
Version button

Click to display a new-version page
with no prefilled settings. When you
save the new version, it appears in the
history table. Until then, it has no
version number and is marked as a
draft.

Yes Yes Yes

Edit Version
menu option

Available only for new configuration
versions, which appear in the history
grid with only a version number and
creation date. To edit a specific version,
use its corresponding Action tool.

Yes

Clone Version
menu option

Use the clone action to edit an existing
configuration. The cloned version will
be assigned a new version number and
will remain editable until it is first
activated on a network.

Yes Yes Yes

Delete Version
menu option

New configuration versions can be
deleted. Additionally, previously active
configurations that were active on the
staging network but never on
production can be deleted.

Note: An inactive version can
be deleted, but only if the
version has never been active
on any environment.

Yes Yes

Activate Version
menu option

FEO uses the metadata contained in
the activated configuration to determine
how to apply FEO optimizations to the
associated property’s content. Use this
option to activate the existing
configuration version of your on the
network you specify. There can be only
one active configuration version for
each network (staging and production)
at any given time.

Yes Yes Yes

Deactivate
Version menu
option

The result of deactivating a
configuration is that FEO will not use
the configuration’s metadata as a basis
for transforming content. Deactivating a
configuration means that another
configuration can be activated instead.

Yes

View Metadata
menu option

Selecting View Metadata opens a new
browser tab that displays the
configuration’s underlying metadata.

Yes Yes Yes
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Item Description Action availability by version status

This is the metadata auto-generated by
the FEO Configuration Manager.

Purge button and
Purge
Transformations
menu option

Purging transformations removes FEO-
optimized content from edge-server
caches. It is possible to purge content
from both the production and staging
servers, but each environment must be
purged separately.

Once transformed content is purged,
the content that Akamai subsequently
delivers to the user depends on the
status of your FEO configuration and
the state of FEO as a feature of the
parent product.

Yes

Compare
Versions button

Check any two configuration versions
and click Compare Versions. This
opens a window highlighting the
configuration differences at the
metadata level.

Yes Yes Yes

Enabling FEO

If the production status indicator reads FEO is Disabled, then FEO is not active in production. This is
because at least one of the following is true:

• The FEO behavior in your parent product configuration is not enabled.

• There is no FEO configuration active in production.

You can activate an FEO configuration when FEO is disabled, but it will have no effect until you enable FEO
in the parent product configuration. To enable FEO, go to your parent product configuration in Property
Manager, set the Front-End Optimization behavior to On, and save the configuration.

Creating an FEO Configuration

Creating an FEO Configuration is simple. Do the following:

How to

1. Start from the Front-End Optimization Configuration History page.

2. Click the Create New Version button.

Note: You can have an entirely empty FEO Configuration.

Creating an FEO Configuration with defined settings and options is more involved. You need to add
and define at least one optimization policy. For your first FEO Configuration, one policy is a good
place to start.
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FEO does not assign a version number to your new configuration version until you save it. Until then,
the Configuration Details page indicates that it is a draft.

Adding an Optimization Policy

You can add a policy to a new configuration version, to a configuration version you are editing, or a clone of
an existing configuration version. You select the configuration version from the FEO Configuration History
page and then go to that version's Configuration Details page:

• click the Create New Version button, or

• select an existing version’s action button and then select Edit Version, or

• select an existing version’s action button and then select Clone Version.

This displays the Configuration Details page.

Front-End Optimization Configuration Details
The main page for managing an FEO configuration version is the Details Page. This is where you can get
the best snapshot of your existing policies, their composition, and their status. Use the Configuration Details
page to:

• review policy elements for a configuration version, including associated match criteria and
optimizations,

• manage which policies are active, or delete individual policies entirely,

• test URLs to determine which policy would be applied,

• access the Create New Policy and Edit Policy pages,

• access FEO’s Suggested-Policy Tool, and

• access the configuration's Global Exclusions and Resource Delivery Settings.

Adding a New Policy to Your Configuration

To create and define a new policy, select Add Policy.

This displays the Create New Optimization Policy page where you can build out a policy based on whatever
combination of available optimization methods, settings, and exclusions you like.

Changing an Existing Policy

How to

1. Select the action button for the policy you want to change.

2. Select Edit Policy, Clone Policy, or Delete Policy.
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Testing Optimization Policy URL Matches
URL matches making extensive use of wildcards and regular expressions can seem inscrutable. So you
may want to be sure the URL matches you define actually correspond to the pages you expect. Conversely,
you may want to ensure specific web pages will be optimized and confirm which optimization methods will
then apply. You can do this as part of managing your policies on the Optimization Policy tab of the FEO
Configuration Details page.

FEO allows you to input a specific URL to test against the existing URL matches across all of your policies.
Doing this will show you which policy will match and apply to the URL. Keep in mind that a single URL will
only match one policy.

Enter a test URL to determine which policy it matches. FEO will flag the matching policy, whose optimization
methods would be applied to the test URL if it comes in as a request. If no policies match, or the results are
not what you expect, you may need to modify one or more URL matches.

URL tests consider only the URL matches of the FEO configuration’s policies. Browser matches—which
allow you apply policies (or not) depending on the requesting browser—are not relevant in this context.

Note: Before testing a URL, save any changes you have made to your FEO
configuration by using the Save Configuration button on the Configuration Details
page. Changes include adding, modifying, reordering, and deleting the configuration’s
policies.

How to

1. At the top of the Configuration Details page , select the Test URL Match button. This displays a new
panel: TEST URL-TO-POLICY MATCHES.

2. In the URL text field, enter the exact URL to test.

3. Select the Test button.

4. Look below in the Manage Policies panel. If a policy matches, it will have a green checkmark next to
it.

Note: Although you will need to assign optimization methods and at least one
selected browser to your new policy for it to provide any benefit, you are not
required to do so. You will still be able to test the policy’s URL matches against
your property’s URLs. Consider delaying the selection of optimization methods
until you are satisfied that your URL matches work as intended.

Configuring Resource Delivery

The settings for NetStorage, sharding, and virtual paths are configured on the Resource Delivery tab. In
order to understand these settings, you should be familiar with the concepts covered in Considerations for
Domain Sharding on page 18.

Each pane on the Advanced Settings tab addresses a different question:

1. Where will FEO-optimized resources be stored?

2. What method of resource delivery do you want to use for HTTP requests?

3. What method of resource delivery do you want to use for HTTPS requests?
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Note: Before you can save your FEO configuration, you must enable and configure
HTTP or HTTPS Resource Delivery (or both). If both types of resource delivery are
disabled, the configuration will not save.

Prerequisites: FEO NetStorage Group and Resources Configuration

Configuration of NetStorage settings is described in Starting the FEO Setup Process. Once you complete
those steps, you will have created your FEO configuration, but it won’t have any match criteria, exclusions,
or policies yet.

Note: NetStorage settings are required for FEO to work.

In addition, your sharding domains should also be configured in your FEO resources configuration before
you continue with FEO configuration. For more information, see:

• Considerations for Domain Sharding

• Creating and Activating the FEO Resources Property on page 24

Note: FEO will not work unless resource delivery is enabled and configured for HTTP
or HTTPS (or both).

Configuring Resource Delivery

To configure the resource delivery settings for HTTP and HTTPS requests, refer the following:

• FEO and Domain Sharding

• Configuring Domain Sharding for HTTP Requests

• Configuring Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests

FEO and Domain Sharding

This is a brief explanation of domain sharding and how it relates to FEO. See also:

• Considerations for Domain Sharding

• Configuring Domain Sharding for HTTP Requests

• Configuring Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests

A Brief Introduction to Domain Sharding

When you select the resource delivery method, you will decide whether to create domain shards. This is a
technique for working around a common limitation of web browsers.

Here is the challenge: Often, browsers put a limit on the number of maximum simultaneous connections to
each domain. Usually, a page will have a much larger number of resources than there are connections, so a
queue begins to form.
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For example, a browser that allows two connections will request two resources. No additional resources can
be requested until one of the first two items finishes loading and a connection becomes available. This can
slow load times, especially for pages that contain many external resources.

Domain sharding provides a solution to this problem by creating more domains so the browser opens more
connections. For example, if you create two domain shards, the browser opens twice as many connections.
The initial queue is slightly shorter, but more importantly, there are now twice as many connections. A
browser that allows two connections per domain will load four resources simultaneously instead of two, so it
will load the queued resources faster.

You do not need to maintain separate origin servers for each domain. Instead, you create CNAME entries
that resolve each domain shard to an edge hostname dedicated to FEO resources.

How FEO Handles Domain Sharding

To distribute the requests for resources across the domain shards, FEO rewrites the URLs for those
resources. URLs that look like this:

<image src="http://www.mydomain.com/images/logo.jpg">
<link rel="stylesheet" ref="http://www.mydomain.com/resources/product.css">

...might be rewritten like this:

<image src="http://feo1.mydomain.com/9CK2LD93KC9CV0S97.jpg">
<link rel="stylesheet" ref="http://feo2.mydomain.com/DJ934890SCAF8732.css">

FEO will distribute the different shard numbers among the URLs so that approximately equal numbers of
resources will be requested via each domain shard. When you configure domain sharding, you can specify
the components of the domain name.

Also, FEO will replace the filename of the origin resource with the FEO-generated filename of the optimized
resource. These identifiers are unique for each version of a file, so longer caching periods (max-age) can
apply to optimized resources.

When you configure domain sharding, you will indicate how many domain shards FEO should use and how
FEO should rewrite the URLs.

Configuring Domain Sharding for HTTP Requests

This section explains how to configure domain sharding for HTTP requests. For instructions about HTTPS
requests, see Configuring Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests.

See also:

• FEO and Domain Sharding

• Considerations for Domain Sharding

1. Navigate to the FEO Configuration Details page.

2. Find the FEO configuration you created earlier when you set up your FEO NetStorage group.
On its Actions menu, select Edit Version.
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3. Select the Resource Delivery tab. The NetStorage settings that you generate earlier should
still be there.

4. In Configure Resource Delivery for HTTP Requests:

a. Set HTTP Resource Delivery to Enabled. This expands the HTTP resource delivery
settings pane.

b. Set Number of Shards to 2.

c. On the Look up Hostnames for Sharding Domains menu, select either of the
sharding edge hostnames you created in your FEO resources configuration. The Build
Sharding Domains fields auto-populate. Refer to the figure below to see how these
fields map to the elements of rewritten URLs.

5. Click Show Domains. The sharding domains appear, similar to those below. They should
match the sharding edge hostnames you created.

– http://feo1.example.com.edgesuite.net

– http://feo2.example.com.edgesuite.net

6. Click the Validate button (just below and to the right of the sharding domains). FEO attempts
to write a test object to your FEO NetStorage group and to read it. If you get a failure
message, contact customer support for assistance.

7. Click Save Configuration.

Note: The shard number (<Shard #>) represents a variable. The Number of Shards
field indicates the maximum value of that variable. For example, if you set Number of
Shards to 3 and the Start of URL to http://feo, FEO would use URLs beginning http://
feo1, http://feo2, and http://feo3. The value of the variable is indicated in blue in the
figure.

Example of URL Rewrite
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Configuring Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests

This explains how to determine what method of resource delivery to use for HTTPS requests and how to
configure those methods. For instructions about HTTP requests, see Configuring Domain Sharding for
HTTP Requests.

See also:

• FEO and Domain Sharding

• Considerations for Domain Sharding

How to Configure Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests

As explained in Considerations for Domain Sharding, it is often better not to use domain sharding when
delivering resources for HTTPS requests. If you wish to do so, enable HTTPS resource delivery, select Use
domain sharding for HTTPS requests, and follow the same instructions as for HTTP. There are a few key
differences:

• Choose sharding domains that are on your own domain, like feo1.example.com and
feo2.example.com . It is not possible to use edgekey.net domain shards for HTTPS requests.

• Install a certificate on your sharding domains. Performance is usually best if you use the same
certificate as that used for your main domain (like www.example.com ). See the Certificate
Provisioning Service User Guide for instructions. Because you will be assigning multiple domains to
a single certificate, you must use either a wildcard or a SAN certificate.

• Use your sharding domains to deliver FEO resources. When creating your FEO resources
configuration, create Property Hostnames entries that map each of your custom sharding domains to
itself.

• CNAME to your sharding domains. Just as you would for your parent product configuration, create
the DNS CNAME record with your registrar that CNAMEs each sharding domain to your resources
domain.

But it is usually better to bypass domain sharding for HTTPS requests by configuring a virtual path.

To configure a virtual path:

How to

1. Navigate to the FEO Configuration Details page and select the Resource Delivery tab.

2. In the third pane (Configure Resource Delivery for HTTPS Requests), enable HTTPS Resource
Delivery. The resource delivery settings appear.

3. Select Use virtual path for HTTPS requests.The virtual path settings appear.

4. Enter a value for the virtual path. For example, /feo-cdn .

5. Save this FEO Configuration.

6. In Property Manager, create a new version of the parent product configuration.

7. Add a new rule using the Blank Rule template. This rule will handle requests that contain the FEO
Virtual Path.

8. Set the match criteria for this rule to find requests where the path matches your FEO virtual path. For
example: Path matches one of /feo-cdn/*
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9. Add the behaviors in the table Parent Product Configuration for Virtual Path to this rule.

10. Add a rule using the Blank Rule template. This rule will exclude certain content that NetStorage does
not support.Note: Support for these formats is currently in beta. If you are participating in this beta,
skip this step.

a. Add a child rule using the Content-Type Override template (in the User Experience category).

b. On this child rule’s Action menu, select Duplicate. Do this twice so you have three instances
of the rule.

c. Configure these rules as shown in the table Parent Product Configuration for Unsupported
Content Types.

11. Save your parent product configuration.

Parent Product Configuration for Virtual Path

Behavior Field Setting

Content Provider Code Content Provider Code: Select the CP Code you have
designated for FEO.

Origin Server
Origin Type:

NetStorage Account:

NetStorage

The account you are using for
FEO-optimized resources

Caching

Caching Option:

Force Revalidation of Stale
Objects:

Max-age:

Cache

Serve stale if unable to
validate

365 days

Last Mile Acceleration (Gzip) Compress Response: Always

Modify Outgoing Request
Path

Action:

Find what:

Occurrences:

Keep the query parameters:

Remove part of the incoming
path

Your FEO virtual path (for
example, /feo-cdn/)

First occurrence only

No

Cache HTTP Error
Responses

Enable:

Max-age:

Preserve Stale Objects:

On

30 seconds

Off

Cache Key Query
Parameters Behavior: Exclude all parameters

Downstream Cacheability
Caching Option:

Cache Lifetime:

Allow caching

Full edge TTL (max-age)
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Behavior Field Setting

Send Headers:

Mark as Private:

Send only Cache-Control

Off

Parent Product Configuration for Unsupported Content Types

Rename Rule to... ...and Configure These Settings

JPEG 2000

Match criteria: Set the list of the file extensions
to include only jp2

Action: Modify

Select Header Name: Content-Type

New Header Value: image/jp2

Avoid Duplicate Headers: Yes

JPEGXR

Match criteria: Set the list of the file extensions
to include only jxr

Action: Modify

Select Header Name: Content-Type

New Header Value: image/vnd.ms-photo

Avoid Duplicate Headers: Yes

WebP

Match criteria: Set the list of the file extensions
to include only webp

Action: Modify

Select Header Name: Content-Type

New Header Value: image/webp

Avoid Duplicate Headers: Yes

The Create New Optimization Policy Page
The Create New Optimization Policy page allows you to create a new policy from scratch. To access this
page, select the Add Policy button on the FEO Configuration Details page.

Adding Policies
For those new to policy creation, we recommend that you include all available browsers and three key
optimizations: Optimize CSS, Optimize Images, and Optimize JavaScript. Add these to your policy and
enable all of each method’s optional settings as well. These core optimizations are the most stable across
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browser and content types. Nevertheless, always test new policies in the Staging environment before
deploying to Production.

Before you begin
Choose the right combination of optimizations for your new policy. Before crafting a new policy,
consider reviewing Optimization Methods on page 47, which covers each optimization in detail with
definitions, examples, best practices, cautions, and help with exclusions.

For complete field descriptions, see Controls for the Create New Optimization Policy Page on page 45.

How to

1. Start from the FEO Configuration Details page.

2. Select Add Policy to display the Create New Optimization Policy page.

3. Enter the policy name, which you may change at any time without affecting the way the policy works.

4. Complete the Match Criteria:

• Add one or more URL matches to indicate to which pages FEO will apply this policy

• Select one or more browsers. FEO will apply this policy to requests from the selected
browsers only.

5. So that FEO always builds the policy’s analysis rules based on the same page, enter a URL
Constant. Leave this field empty to build analysis rules based on the first-requested page.

6. Select the optimization methods to use for the policy by clicking on the methods’ plus-sign buttons.
Once selected, the methods moves from the Available to the Selected Method columns.

7. Configure optional settings for your selected optimizations. To do this, click on each optimization
method listed in the selected column to bring up its optional settings.

8. If there are resources on your site that meet the policy’s URL matches but should not be transformed
by all of the policy’s optimizations, use exclusions to protect these resources. For each method that
should not apply to all matching resources, select the method’s Exclusions tab to add exclusions.

9. When you are done, select Save Policy to return to the Configuration Details page, where you
should select Save Configuration to ensure your new policy is preserved.

Next steps
Although you will need to assign optimization methods to your new policy for it to provide any benefit, you
are not required to do so. You will still be able to test the policy’s URL matches against your property’s
URLs. Consider delaying the selection of optimization methods until you are satisfied that your URL matches
work as intended. See Testing Optimization Policy URL Matches on page 38 for more information.

Controls for the Create New Optimization Policy Page
Refer to this table to understand how to use the controls on the Create New Optimization Policy page.

Controls for the Create New Optimization Policy page

Control Description
Policy Name A unique identifier that indicates the type(s) of pages to which this policy will

apply, for example Product Descriptions or Checkout Pages. Each policy
must have a unique name, but any format will work.
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Control Description
Match Criteria There are two types of match criteria: URL matches and browser matches.

Use one or more URL matches (either wildcard or regular expression) to
indicate the pages to which this policy applies. Note that URL matches are
OR matches, so a page that matches only one of the criteria is still a match.

Note: Do not use wildcards in the hostname portion of the
URL, only in the path and filename. For example, http://
*example.com/ is not valid.

Use browser matches to create distinct policies for different browsers.

Use URL Constant as
Policy Benchmark

By default, FEO’s Analyzer creates a set of transformation instructions (or
bundle) based on the resources of the first-requested URL that maps to a
policy’s URL matches. This means that FEO will optimize the resources for all
subsequent URLs in this policy the same way as for the first-requested page.

You have no control over which is the first-requested page, however. If your
policy’s URL matches are broad, this could lead to inconsistent
transformations.

Should you desire more consistency and control, enter a URL Constant. The
FEO Analyzer will then use the URL Constant (not the first-requested URL)
as the basis for transformation instructions.

Optimization Methods Use this panel to add optimizations to your policy, manage settings, and
configure local exclusions.

The Edit Optimization Policy Page
Use the Edit Optimize Policy Page to change a policy’s name, match criteria, URL constant, optimization
methods, settings, and exclusions. It looks the same as the Create New Optimization Policy page.

How to

1. Start from the Configurations Details screen and find the policy you want to edit.

2. From the that policy’s Actions menu, select the Edit Policy option.

3. Make your desired edits and select Save Policy.

4. When you return to the Configuration Details page, be sure to select Save Configuration.

5. Continue to re-test the policy to confirm your edits work as expected.

Next steps
Before leaving the page or closing the browser window, save the policy and then save the configuration.
Otherwise, you may lose your edits. After you have completed saving your work, re-test the policy in the
Staging environment.
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Optimization Methods

FEO makes available optimization methods to enhance the performance of your page. Methods vary by
behavior, complexity and configurability, and resource-type applicability. Additionally, some methods only
apply to content served over mobile networks.

Note: Customers with FEO Standard have access to a limited set of optimization
methods. Review the table for a list of features that are provided with FEO Standard.

Feature Available with
FEO Standard

Notes

Asynchronous
JavaScript

Yes

Cellular Connection
Keep-Alive

No This feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You
should disable this option before support ends if you
want to test your revised policy. Features that reach
end of life before they are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.

 This feature is only useful in instances of HTTP
requests sent over cellular networks.

Critical CSS for Mobile Yes This feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You
should disable this option before support ends if you
want to test your revised policy. Features that reach
end of life before they are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.

 This feature is only useful in instances of HTTP
requests sent over cellular networks.

Defer Print Style Sheets No

DNS Prefetching Yes

EdgeStart Yes

Extend Resource Cache No

Invoke Click On-Touch No This feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You
should disable this option before support ends if you
want to test your revised policy. Features that reach
end of life before they are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.
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Feature Available with
FEO Standard

Notes

 This feature is only useful in instances of HTTP
requests sent over cellular networks.

JavaScript Pre-
Execution

No This feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You
should disable this option before support ends if you
want to test your revised policy. Features that reach
end of life before they are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.

 This feature is only useful in instances of HTTP
requests sent over cellular networks.

On-Demand Image
Loading

Yes

Optimize CSS Yes

Optimize Images Yes

Optimize JavaScript Yes

Page Prefetching No This feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You
should disable this option before support ends if you
want to test your revised policy. Features that reach
end of life before they are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.

Resource Prefetching No

Asynchronous JavaScript
In some cases web pages containing JavaScript do not render HTML content until after all JavaScript
processing completes; the JavaScript blocks all other activity. Enabling FEO’s Asynchronous JavaScript
optimization method overrides this browser behavior, allowing all HTML and CSS content to render prior to
any JavaScript being executed.

As a result, users do not have to wait for a page’s scripts to complete before seeing page content. For pages
that are JavaScript intensive, this optimization method can dramatically reduce rendering time.
Asynchronous JavaScript is particularly useful for pages with calls to third-party scripts because delayed
scripts from another domain will not keep your page from rendering.

FEO’s Asynchronous JavaScript behavior is compatible with all recent browsers. These include the
following:

• IE 8.0 and above

• Chrome
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• Firefox

• Opera

• Safari

• Safari on iOS (iPhone, iPad, iPod)

• The stock Android browser

Optional Settings

Use zero or more additional settings to further refine how to implement Asynchronous JavaScript for the
current policy.

Asynchronous JavaScript Optional Settings

Setting Description

Avoid Global ID Collisions
Ensures that global JavaScript variables are
defined before any element IDs with the same
name.

Conditionally Defer Execution

Executes JavaScript based on the existence
and location of calls to external scripts that
occur in the requested URL’s HTML file. With
this setting enabled, FEO executes inline
JavaScript before onload provided that the
code comes before calls to external scripts.
Upon the first encounter of a <script> tag that
contains a “src” attribute, FEO defers
executing all remaining JavaScript (both
internal and external) until after the onload
event completes.

Conditionally Defer Execution and Defer
Execution Until Onload are mutually
exclusive. You cannot select both.

Defer Execution Until Onload Event

Prevents JavaScript from executing until after
the on-load event fires.

Conditionally Defer Execution and Defer
Execution Until Onload are mutually
exclusive. You cannot select both.

Enable HTML5 Elements in IE Supports HTML5 elements for older browsers
that would not otherwise allow this.

Responsive Resource Load Ordering

Reorders JavaScript and CSS calls for faster
page rendering when the requesting client is a
mobile device. Delays download and
execution of JavaScript until after the on-load
event. Typically, Responsive Load Ordering
delays JavaScript execution but does not
delay downloads.
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Setting Description

In order to implement Responsive Resource
Load Ordering, FEO requires selection of the
HTML5 Advanced Cache setting for Optimize
JavaScript.

Exclusions

For this optimization, you can use either a blacklist (exclusion) or a whitelist (inclusion) approach.

The blacklist approach is similar to other optimizations. First select which kind of JavaScript you want to
protect: Exclude External JavaScript Files or Exclude Inline JavaScript. Any excluded JavaScript will be
executed by the browser during page load, which is consistent with the browser’s default behavior. Assume
that inline JavaScript is contained within the HTML page that the browser has requested. External
JavaScript is any code in its own .js file. This would include third-party scripts outside of your own domain.

To exclude an external JavaScript file, enter an exclusion pattern that matches on any part of the JavaScript
URL. To exclude inline JavaScript, enter an exclusion pattern that matches on the content of the script. Use
regular expressions.

Note: You can apply either exclusions or inclusions to external scripts, not both.
However, you can use inclusions for external scripts with exclusions for inline scripts.

The whitelist approach creates an inclusion rather than an exclusion. To use this approach, select Include JS
and exclude everything, and then use a regular expression to identify the only JavaScripts that should load
asynchronously. All other scripts will be excluded.

Whitelisting is only available for external JavaScript files, not inline JS. To include an external JavaScript file,
enter an inclusion pattern that matches on any part of the JavaScript URL. Use regular expressions.

Example Scenarios for Excluding JavaScript

Scenario Exclusion Pattern

If you use inline JavaScript to determine the
user’s browser type, and the browser type
affects which style sheet to use, then you need
to execute this inline code before the page
renders. Enter a regular expression to exclude
the function getBrowserType() from
Asynchronous JavaScript

function\getBrowserType\(\)

If you use a separate JavaScript file to
determine browser type, you need to exclude
the entire script.

getBrowserType\.js
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Note: When implementing Asynchronous JavaScript, FEO maintains script execution
order. For this reason, you need to account for script dependencies when you are
creating exclusions. For example, if you exclude the script foo.js , which is
dependent on bar.js , you should exclude bar.js as well. Failure to do so can
lead to JavaScript errors. In the case of Asynchronous JavaScript, this will cause the
dependent script to execute after the excluded script, instead of before.

Cautions

For pages that generate essential visual content using JavaScript, deferring execution of JavaScript may not
lead to a user-perceived increase of page speed. In some such cases, you will want to exclude these
sources from this optimization method.

To prevent content-rendering problems, FEO examines the requesting-device’s user agent and disables
Asynchronous JavaScript if the user’s browser is non-compliant. You need not accommodate this possibility.

Best Practices

Because FEO dynamically disables Asynchronous JavaScript for browsers that cannot accommodate it,
there is minimal risk with using this optimization method. We recommend adding it to all optimization policies
by default. Use this method for pages that contain enough static content to occupy visitors while JavaScript
downloads and executes in the background.

Before going live, activate on the Akamai staging network and test thoroughly. Make certain the content
looks as expected, particularly with older browsers and pages with a lot of JavaScript-generating content. If
pages prove to be incompatible with this method, use exclusions to shield just those pages.

Cellular Connection Keep-Alive

Only for content served over mobile networks.

Important: This FEO feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You should disable
this option before support ends if you want to test your revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing optimizations.

Every time a mobile-based browser requests a web page, the cost of establishing a new connection to the
closest tower can introduce a two- to three-second delay. FEO can eliminate the cost of recurrently renewing
connections. Here is how: the Cellular Connection Keep-Alive method maintains an open connection by
sending dummy-page requests when genuine HTTP requests are unavailable. Reducing the number, and
start-up time of new connections can reduce latency. This method applies to iPhone, iPad and Android
devices.

Cautions

This optimization method may increase the resources your device needs to access your content.
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Best Practices

Consider using a URL match that casts a large net. FEO will simply ignore any matches on non-mobile
content when applying this optimization method.

Optional Settings

None.

Exclusions

None.

Critical CSS for Mobile

Only for content served over mobile networks.

Important: This FEO feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You should disable
this option before support ends if you want to test your revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing optimizations.

When a page begins loading, it’s best to get the visible part of the page loaded as quickly as possible. One
strategy for speeding page load times is to defer below-the-fold content and resources until after the first
content has loaded. Critical CSS for Mobile applies this strategy to external style sheets.

Critical CSS for Mobile identifies which specific CSS style elements from external style sheets are used
above the fold. It retrieves these styles and embeds them in the optimized page. This shortens the time to
load the top part of the page. While the user views the above-the-fold content, the browser loads the full
style sheets.

Critical CSS for Mobile applies to requests from mobile browsers only.

Note: The Critical CSS for Mobile optimization is incompatible with two optional
settings: Edge CSS in EdgeStart and HTML5 Advanced Cache in Optimize CSS. A
policy may only include one of these three.

Exclusions

For any style sheet you do not wish to optimize, enter a text-based pattern to match against the style sheet’s
URL. Or enter a pattern to exclude an entire directory of style sheets. Use regular expressions for exclusion
patterns, which can match on any part of a URL for that URL to be excluded.

Examples of Exclusions for Critical CSS for Mobile

Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You do not want to optimize a specific style
sheet, for example IE6OneOffs.css. IE6OneOffs\.css
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Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You want to leave alone all of the style sheets
contained in one directory, for example /
IEstyles.

/IEstyles/

Defer Print Style Sheets
Use this method to delay the processing of style sheets for specific media types until after the page loads.
For instance, it is usually unnecessary to process print-only styles until after the page displays. Media-type
stylesheets you might want to defer could include print and projection. This optimization method can be
helpful for pages that specify distinct style sheets for alternative media types.

By default, FEO will defer processing the print style sheet. However, you may change this at the time you
add Defer Print Style Sheets to an optimization policy. Enter media types as comma delimited strings. Use
the literal media-type names, not regular expressions. Valid entries include the following:

• aural

• braille

• embossed

• handheld

• print

• projection

• screen

• tty

• tv

Scenario String Match

Defer the print and projection style sheets. print, projection
Defer the tty style sheet. Tty

Cautions

If your site contains textually-dense pages such as magazine articles where the user’s primary objective is to
print, deferring the print style sheet may not be the optimal approach.

DNS Prefetching
This optimization method resolves and caches the DNS lookups for resources on a page before the linked
content is requested. This approach is particularly effective for pages with many resources served from
external domains, as well as those pages serving third-party content such as images and videos.
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The functionality is slightly different for browsers that support preconnect. In these cases, the browser also
establishes connections to the domains of linked resources. (As of October 2015, only the latest Chrome
browsers support preconnect.)

Optional Settings

Pages using JavaScript to dynamically generate and render HTML may add resources to the dynamic
content. Select the Enable pre-execution checkbox to resolve and cache the DNS lookups for dynamically-
added resources before the JavaScript actually runs.

Exclusions

None.

EdgeStart
When EdgeStart is enabled, the edge server responds immediately to HTTP requests with a starter page
containing static content. While the edge server retrieves the rest of the requested HTML from the origin
server, the browser is already loading and displaying the resources specified in the starter page.

How It Works

The key component of EdgeStart is the starter page, which is a bare-bones file cached on the edge network;
it includes the beginning part of the first-requested page’s HTML. FEO uses the top tag as the cutoff point;
this is usually the <head> tag, but if the <meta> tag contains certain attributes (described below), this
becomes the top-tagged content. The content in the first-requested page that comes before the top tag
becomes the starter content.

The following attributes in the <meta> tag qualify it as an EdgeStart top tag. If any of these are present, the
<meta> tag will be the cutoff point, not <head> .

• http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible"

• http-equiv="Content-Type"

• charset="{ anyValue }"

After the first-requested page’s top content appears, the starter page calls an EdgeStart-generated script
that will load static resources such as style sheets and scripts. (Yes, the scripts produce dynamic HTML, but
the scripts themselves are static and can be loaded from the EdgeServer’s cache.)

Note: Remember that whichever page in the policy is first requested seeds the
transformations for all of the policy’s pages. The EdgeStart cache works the same
way. This means that if there is any dynamically-produced HTML above the top tag,
the resulting content is cached as static in the starter page and will appear for every
page in the policy until the configuration expires.

Optional Settings

By default, the starter page includes only those CSS files in the beginning part of the analyzed page. Select
Edge CSS to include all CSS files linked from the first-requested page in the starter page, even if they
appear after the top tag.
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Note: The Edge CSS setting is incompatible with the Critical CSS for Mobile
optimization and the HTML5 Advanced Cache optional setting in Optimize CSS. A
policy may only include one of these three.

Exclusions

If Edge CSS is selected, you can indicate any style sheets you wish to exclude from this option. For any
style sheet you do not wish to optimize, enter a text-based pattern to match against the style sheet’s URL.
Or enter a pattern to exclude an entire directory of style sheets. Use regular expressions for exclusion
patterns, which can match on any part of a URL for that URL to be excluded.

Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You do not want to optimize a specific style
sheet, for example IE6OneOffs.css. IE6OneOffs\.css

You want to leave alone all of the style sheets
contained in one directory, for example /
IEstyles.

/IEstyles/

Note: The exclusions apply to the Edge CSS option only. They do not apply to any
other EdgeStart resources.

To exclude any other content from the EdgeStart optimization, simply ensure that the content does not map
to any policies with EdgeStart enabled. You would do this when setting up a policy’s URL matches. There
are no additional exclusions for EdgeStart.

Cautions

Take care that site pages do not have any dynamic content placed before the top tag in the origin page's
HTML. For example, if your site uses dynamically-generated title tags across the site and the title tag is in
the header, EdgeStart will render every page in the EdgeStart-enabled policy with the same title.

Best Practices

EdgeStart’s performance gains are most evident under the following conditions:

• The origin server is geographically distant from the requesting browser.

• The origin is slow overall, or at least slow to deliver HTML.

• HTML comprises a significant percentage of the page load, such as tends to be the case for mobile
sites.

EdgeStart is most effective when you have well-constructed policies in which pages are similar in structure
and content, and when there is no dynamic content before the origin-HTML's top tag.

Extend Resource Cacheability
As a rule, FEO does not optimize resources with a short cache life. If a resource’s Time to Live (TTL) in the
cache is shorter than two hours, FEO will not apply any optimizations to it. The Extend Resource
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Cacheability optimization provides an override mechanism. Adding this method to a policy forces FEO to
optimize all cacheable resources, even those with very short TTLs.

Cautions

FEO optimizes copies of origin resources and serves these optimized resources from its own network. When
the origin resources change, FEO optimizes and caches new versions of the resources. This process can
take up to 15 minutes, which extends the TTL by the same amount of time. Optimizing resources with cache
values that are less than 15 minutes means that FEO may return old-content versions to the browser. This
possibility increases for base resources that change frequently.

Best Practices

Do not use this optimization method for resources that change more often than every 15 minutes,
particularly if the most recent version must always be the version that Akamai serves. For example, a timer
counting down to the end of a one-hour flash sale would be a poor candidate for extended caching.

Optional Settings

None.

Exclusions

To disqualify content from extended caching, exclude these resources from being optimized in the first place.
To do this, go to the Method Settings tab of the appropriate optimization. For example, to exclude a .jsp file
from extended caching, add the regular expression for the filename to the Optimize JavaScript’s Exclusions
tab. For style sheets, add the exclusion to the Optimization CSS exclusions. And so forth.

Invoke Click On-Touch

Only for content served over mobile networks.

Important: This FEO feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You should disable
this option before support ends if you want to test your revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing optimizations.

By default, touch screen browsers fire an on-touch event 300 milliseconds before firing an on-click event, in
order to allow for pinch, zoom, and other touch operations. Invoke Click On-Touch adds an on-touch event
handler to hyperlinks, which eliminates the 300 millisecond navigation delay. This method applies to iPhone,
iPad, and Android devices.

Cautions

Invoking hyperlinks on touch makes hyperlinks more sensitive to clicks. Scrolling and zooming on Click On-
Touch enabled pages might require extra dexterity to avoid accidentally hitting hyperlinks.

Best Practices

Test this optimization method on a range of different page types using a variety of mobile devices. Test large
pages with many hyperlinks and small pages with few. Try using mobile devices with smaller screens. Then
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weigh the on-click time savings against any usability issues so you may determine if, and when, to apply this
optimization method.

Optional Settings

None.

Exclusions

None.

JavaScript Pre-Execution

Only for content served over mobile networks.

Important: This FEO feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You should disable
this option before support ends if you want to test your revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing optimizations.

Executing JavaScript on mobile devices can be slow because mobile devices tend to have less-powerful
processing capabilities than non-mobile devices. On average, mobile browsers take ten times longer than
desktop browsers to process JavaScript. When JavaScript Pre-Execution is enabled, FEO executes much of
the embedded JavaScript offline and provides the requesting browser with a mostly static page. For context-
specific scripts requiring dynamic responsiveness, FEO loads all static content first before executing the
remaining JavaScript.

Using this method reduces the amount of JavaScript that either the client or browser will need to execute at
page-request time, lessening some of the mobile device’s processing burden. Shifting the JavaScript
execution to the browser, coupled with asynchronous implementation, reduces the number of HTTP
requests and allows static content to load without delay.

JavaScript Pre-Execution is one of the FEO methods that analyzes a source page retrieved from the origin,
rewrites the HTML, and sends back an optimized version of the page. Within this framework, this is how
JavaScript Pre-Execution works

How to

1. FEO downloads the source-page’s JavaScript and loads it into a headless browser. Think of the
headless browser as a staging area where FEO can preview the JavaScript’s output.

2. Once the page is completely loaded in the headless browser, and all JavaScript has run, FEO
captures the output and extracts any generated text that is safe to serve as static content.

3. FEO creates an optimized version of the page, replacing JavaScript with the static content it would
have produced. Any remaining dynamic-text producing JavaScript will be modified to run while the
static content downloads. That is, the remaining JavaScript will execute asynchronously.

Best Practices

Design web pages so that there is enough static content to make the page usable before JavaScript
executes. When determining exclusions for this optimization method, sketch out your desired combination of
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exclusion types and match criteria before entering them via the Configuration Manager. Read the Pre-
Execution Exclusions discussion below for more information.

Optional Settings

This optimization method has no additional settings.

Exclusions

For JavaScript Pre-Execution Optimization, there are exclusion categories and, within those categories,
exclusion criteria that you can apply.

Exclusion Categories

There are three categories of exclusions for the JavaScript Pre-Execution Optimization method:

• Do Not ExecuteThis exclusion blocks execution of JavaScript if it corresponds to your defined match
criteria. As a result, the excluded JavaScript will not execute until the browser requests the page, at
which point the mobile device may require additional HTTP requests and processing overhead.

• Do Not ExtractThis exclusion executes the JavaScript and runs any of its functions, but does not
inject extracted text into the optimized page. At the time of the page request, the browser will then
still need to run all text-generating JavaScript. Use this exclusion to prevent the extraction of all text
contained in one or more JavaScript files that correspond to your URL matches.

• Dynamic Content ExclusionsThis exclusion does not interfere with JavaScript execution or the
extraction of text. Use Dynamic Content Exclusions to prevent FEO from injecting specific
JavaScript-produced text (characters, words, phrases, etc.) into the optimized page. Use regular
expressions to denote the dynamic content you want to exclude. Code that produces the excluded
text will remain in the optimized page, and will generate the text dynamically at the time of the page
request.

Exclusion Criteria

In addition to the three categories of exclusions, there are three criteria against which you can define your
match criteria:

• Name: Build a regular expression that will match one or more JavaScript filenames (*.js). You can
use the Name match criterion with the Do Not Execute and Do Not Extract exclusion types.

• Code: Build a regular expression that will match on code contained within one or more JavaScript
files. Any JavaScript containing the defined code will then be excluded. You can use the Code match
criterion with the Do Not Execute and Do Not Extract exclusion types.

• Text: Build a regular expression that will match specific text you do not want to inject as static
content in the optimized page. This match criterion is only applicable for Dynamic Content
Exclusions.

You build your JavaScript Pre-Execution exclusions on the Edit Optimization Policies page in the
Configuration Manager as part of selecting the optimization methods for a specific policy. After you have
added JavaScript Pre-Execution to your policy, use the Method Settings column to define your exclusions.

Adding Exclusions to a Policy’s JavaScript Pre-Execution

Adding an exclusion requires three steps:
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How to

1. Select the desired exclusion type/match criteria combination from the drop-down menu.

2. Click Add Exclusion.

3. Enter the regular expression against which the exclusion will apply. Note that you will not see a text
field for your regular expression until after you enter your first exclusion and click the Add Exclusion
button. You may define multiple exclusions with differing exclusion type/match criteria combinations.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for any additional type/match criteria combinations you require.

What you should see

Caution: FEO only displays the match criteria for the currently-selected exclusion
type. When you select a different exclusion type from the drop-down menu, FEO will
hide all other match criteria. Any match conditions you have entered are not deleted,
only hidden. To redisplay your other match criteria, reselect the appropriate exclusion
type from the drop-down menu.

On-Demand Image Loading
Use this optimization method, sometimes referred to as Just-in-Time (JIT) image loading, to download and
render images as they scroll into view. On-Demand Image Loading

• reduces image download size,

• helps pages render more quickly, and

• eliminates the performance costs incurred from downloading and rendering content that the end-user
never sees.

Optional Setting: Low-Quality Image Preload

Important: The Low-Quality Image Preload setting will reach end of life in March
2021. You should disable this option before support ends if you want to test your
revised policy. Features that reach end of life before they are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.

In addition to loading images just-in-time, you can also load images in stages so that rendering large images
does not unnecessarily delay displaying the rest of the above-the-fold content. Instead of loading images
after all other content, and leaving gaping holes on the user-viewable page, you can display fast-loading
lower-quality image copies as placeholders.

Note: The Optional Setting low-quality image preload can be used to reduce image
resolution.

The Sequence of Image Rendering

Once the page has completely loaded, the browser will replace the stand-in images with their original
counterparts. How long placeholders appear on the page will depend on the rest of the page’s content.
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Users may see the low-quality images only briefly. Alternatively, for heavyweight pages such as those with a
lot of third-party content, users may see the placeholders longer.

Compressed Image File Formats

When FEO compresses images, it takes graphic files of any format (e.g., .jpeg, .png, .gif, etc.) and
determines the smallest compatible format. So FEO may render an original .gif image as a .png for the
placeholder copy if the .png is smaller. But if there is a transparent image, FEO will compress to a format
that keeps the transparency, even if other formats might create smaller files.

Managing Compression Levels

You can control the degree of compression applied to the low-quality images by allowing or disallowing
various compression techniques. To determine the best level of compression for your images, consider the
placeholder images’ display duration and the quality and detail viewers will need to distinguish the images’
salient features.

Important: Akamai generates the low-quality images at the time of analysis while
performing all other image optimizations. The low-quality images will have the same
caching and purge behavior as any other image optimized by FEO. That is, FEO uses
the property’s Time-to-Live (TTL) settings to manage your placeholder images.

Optional Setting: Skip Hidden Images

If an image is not positioned on the screen when the page loads, you might not want to apply On-Demand
Image Loading. For example, images contained in a collapsed panel won’t be visible unless the user
expands it. Enable this setting to exclude such images.

Optional Settings for On-Demand Image Loading

Setting Description

Enable low-quality image preload

Checking this option signals that when
retrieving the page content, FEO will need to

• Find page’s images on the origin
server,

• Create and cache compressed copies
of the images, and

• Serve the page’s images in tiers,
rendering the compressed image
copies first and the original images
only after the rest of the page finishes
loading.
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Setting Description

Important: The low-quality
image preload setting will
reach end of life in March
2021. You should disable
this option before support
ends if you want to test your
revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they
are disabled will stop
performing optimizations.

Allow indexed color
Indexed color uses a reduced-palette of 256
colors. Enabling this option sacrifices color
purity for speed.

Set the desired chrominance quality

This option indicates the acceptable level of
chroma resolution reduction for compressed
JPEG images. The simplest way to think about
chroma is the degree of saturation. So a low-
chroma image will appear muted while a high-
chroma image will appear vibrant.

To reduce an image’s chrominance, select
from the drop-down menu the degree of the
reduction as either half or quarter.

Set the JPEG quality

Enter an integer between 1 and 100, with 1
representing the lowest possible image quality
(and greatest compression), and 100
representing the opposite end of the spectrum.
This quality level will only be used for
placeholder images once FEO determines that
a JPEG represents the smallest compatible file
format.

Skip hidden images Do not delay loading images that are not
positioned when the page first loads.

Cautions

On-Demand Image Loading relies on JavaScript being enabled in the browser to dynamically load images
as they come into view.

Best Practices

Should you choose to exclude some images from On-Demand Image Loading, be careful that your regular
expression is not overly broad. For example excluding all files in the /images/ folder would be
counterproductive.
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Exclusions

There may be certain images that you want to always load, regardless of where those images display on the
page. Use case-sensitive, regular expressions to ensure that all images in a specific directory or of a
particular type will always load. FEO will match exclusion patterns against SRC in attributes in the HTML
page. Consider the examples shown below.

Examples of Excluding Images from On-Demand Image Loading

Scenario Exclusion Pattern Result

You need to always load the
image bottomBanner.png.
The image’s URL is http://
example.com/ads/
bottomBanner.png

/ads/ Will always load all images
contained in the ads directory.

bottomBanner\.png
Will always load any image
with a filename of
bottomBanner.png,
regardless of its path.

You want all .jpg images to
load all the time. \.jpg$

Will always load all images
with an HTML IMG SRC
attribute value that ends
in .jpg.

Optimize CSS
FEO includes a set of techniques for optimizing cascading style sheets (CSS), which are bundled into the
single Optimize CSS method. These techniques include Cookieless Static Assets, File Versioning, and
DomainSharding. Gains resulting from optimizing style sheets will depend on which optional settings you
enable. Review the table below to see how these benefits break out across optional settings.

Optional Settings

Enable zero or more of the optional settings defined below.

Note: The HTML5 Advanced Cache setting in Optimize CSS is incompatible with the
Critical CSS for Mobile optimization and the Edge CSS optional setting in EdgeStart. A
policy may only include one of these three.

Optional Settings for CSS Optimizations

Setting Description Benefit

Convert Imports to Links

• Extracts imported
CSS files and
replaces them with
CSS links or HTML5
Advanced Cache
items.

Streamlines load order.
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Setting Description Benefit

HTML5 Advanced Cache

• Uses HTML5’s local
storage to extend the
CSS files’ caching
duration.

• Retrieves CSS files
from the server only
when they are missing
from the user’s local
cache.

Reduces HTTP requests.

Adaptive Consolidation

• Is only available when
HTML5 Advanced
Cache is enabled.

• When none of the
needed CSS files are
available locally, FEO
will make one request
to download all the
resources as a
consolidated archive.

Reduces HTTP requests.

Asynchronous CSS Loading

• Processes style
sheets without
delaying other page
resources from
downloading.

Streamlines load order.

Image Compression

• Removes
unnecessary
metadata from
images.

• Uses techniques
specific to each
image’s format to
ensure lossless
compression.

• Reduces download
size without changing
the images’
appearance.

Pares down page size.
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Setting Description Benefit

Use Web Resolution

• By encoding images
as text, eliminates the
browser’s need to
request the image
separately from the
CSS file.

• Embeds small images
as data URIs into
CSS.

Pares down page size.

Minification

• Removes
unnecessary
characters such as
line breaks,white
space, and comments
from .css files.

• Rewrites code using
short-form syntax
wherever possible.
For example, FEO will
abbreviate a color
value of #FFFFFF to
#FFF.

Pares down page size.

Small Image Embedding

• By encoding images
as text, eliminates the
browser’s need to
request the image
separately from the
CSS file.

• Embeds small images
as data URIs into
CSS.

Reduces HTTP requests.

Exclusions

For any style sheet you do not wish to optimize, enter a text-based pattern to match against the style sheet’s
URL. Or enter a pattern to exclude an entire directory of style sheets. Use regular expressions for exclusion
patterns, which can match on any part of a URL for that URL to be excluded.

Examples of Excluding Styles from CSS Optimization

Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You do not want to optimize a specific style
sheet, for example IE6OneOffs.css IE6OneOffs\.css
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Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You want to leave alone all of the style sheets
contained in one directory, for example /
IEstyles

/IEstyles/

Optimize Images
FEO includes a set of techniques for optimizing images, which are bundled into the single Optimize Images
method. These techniques include Cookieless Static Assets, File Versioning, and Domain Sharding.
Additional gains resulting from optimizing images will depend on which optional settings you enable.

Optimizing images pares down page size and can reduce render times significantly.

Note: This optimization can be used to reduce image resolution.

Optional Settings

Enable zero or more of the optional settings defined below.

Setting Description Benefit

Image Compression

• Removes
unnecessary
metadata from images

• Uses techniques
specific to each
image’s format to
ensure lossless
compression.

• Required to enable
browser-specific
optional settings.

Use the JPEG 2000 Image
Format for Safari

• Is only available when
Image Compression is
enabled.

• JPEG 2000 is a
wavelet-based image
format that provides
both lossy and
lossless compression.

• Multiple sizes/
resolutions can be

Pares down page size.
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Setting Description Benefit

served from a single
JPEG 2000 file.

• Supports Region Of
Interest (ROI)
encoding, which
allows higher
resolution in a defined
portion of the image.

• FEO will only use
JPEG 2000 formatting
when optimizing for
the Safari browser.

Use the JPEGXR Image
Format for IE 10+

• Is only available when
Image Compression is
enabled.

• JPEGXR is a
Microsoft-backed
image format
comparable to WebP
in file size.

• FEO will only use
JPEGXR formatting
for supported
browsers,which are
limited to Internet
Explorer versions 10.0
and higher.

Pares down page size.

Use the WebP Image Format
for Chrome

• Is only available when
Image Compression is
enabled.

• WebP is a Google-
created image format
that provides both
lossless and lossy
compression for
images on the web.

• WebP lossless images
are 26% smaller in
size compared to PNG
files.

Pares down page size.
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Setting Description Benefit

• FEO will only use
WebP formatting
when optimizing for
desktop and Android
versions of the
Chrome browser.

Use Web Resolution

• Is only available when
Image Compression is
enabled.

• Performs lossy
compression on
images by reducing
the number of colors,
resolution, and
accuracy to values
suitable for digital
displays.

Pares down page size.

Resize to HTML Dimensions

• Scales down each
image to the
dimensions specified
in the image tag when
the tag’s width and
height values are
smaller than the
image's actual
dimensions.

• See Cautions, for
information about
when notto use this
setting.

Pares down page size.

Responsive Images

• Creates multiple
scaled-down versions
of images.

• Identifies device’s
screen width and
height.

• Serves the browser
images sized for the
requesting devices’
screen size.

Pares down page size.
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Setting Description Benefit

• Reduces load time
when serving images
to smaller screens
without the need to
maintain multiple
image sizes on your
origin.

• See Considerations
for Responsive
Images, for more
information.

Use Lower Resolution on
2G/3G

• Is only available when
Responsive Images is
enabled.

• Displays lower-quality
images when FEO
detects that the
requesting browser is
using a 2G or 3G
cellular connection.

Pares down page size.

Specify Image Dimensions

• Adds image width and
height values to image
tags when both
attributes are absent
from the original
HTML file.

• See Cautions, for
information about
when notto use this
setting.

Pares down page size.

Exclusions

To exclude an image, first select from the drop down menu to exclude images from JPEGXR formatting,
WebP formatting, JPEG 2000 formatting, or all image optimizations. Then click the Add Exclusion button
and type a regular expression consisting of all or part of the image filename. Or enter a directory name to
exclude its contents. Exclusion patterns can match on any part of the URL to be excluded.

Examples of Excluding Images from Optimizations

Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You do not want to optimize any .jpg or .jpeg
files. \.jpe?g$
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Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You do not want to optimize any images that
are part of the catalog. /catalog/

You do not want to optimize any images
matching a specific query string on the
multiimage.php script.

multiimage\.php\?image=1

Cautions

Using optimization settings that alter dimensions is most effective when the page’s optimized images are
used consistently in the original HTML. There are two cases when these settings are not recommended:

• If the same origin image is used in several places but with different dimensions hard-coded into the
HTML, the images may appear stretched in the rendered page. If this is the case, do not select the
Resize to HTML setting when configuring your image optimizations.

• If images change dynamically in unintended ways, do not select the Specify Image Dimensions
setting.

Considerations for Responsive Images

The following points apply specifically to the Responsive Images optional setting:

• A client-side script determines the screen size, not Device Characterization.

• Be aware that Retina devices have the same screen width as non-Retina devices, so FEO serves the
same scaled-down image size to both types of screens.

• You might want to use Adaptive Image Compression (AIC) instead of or in addition to Responsive
Images in some circumstances:

– Only images that appear on the URL constant page will be optimized. Responsive Images will
not apply to images that change dynamically (for example, product images).

– Responsive Images prioritizes image quality over load time. If network conditions are a more
important concern than image quality, AIC might be a better choice.

Optimize JavaScript
In addition to narrowly-targeted optimization methods such as Asynchronous JavaScript and JavaScript Pre-
Execution, FEO bundles a set of optimizations for JavaScript into the Optimize JavaScript method. These
techniques include Cookieless Static Assets, File Versioning, and Domain Sharding. Gains resulting from
optimizing JavaScript will depend on which optional settings you enable. Review the table below to see how
these benefits break out across optional settings.
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Optional Settings for JavaScript Optimizations

Setting Description Benefit

HTML5 Advanced Cache

• Uses HTML5’s local
storage to extend the
JavaScript files’
caching duration.

• Retrieves JavaScript
files from the server
only when they are
missing from the
user’s local cache.

Reduces HTTP requests.

Adaptive

Consolidation

• Is only available when
HTML5 Advanced
Cache is enabled.

• When none of the
needed JavaScript
files are available
locally, FEO will make
one request to
download all the
resources as a
consolidated archive

Reduces HTTP requests.

Streaming Consolidation

• Stores and evaluates
the individual
resources as they
stream in instead of
waiting until the entire
archive finishes
downloading.

Streamlines load order.

Inline JavaScript

• Embeds code from
external JavaScript
files into HTML files
that have a maximum
age (TTL) of two
hours or greater.

• Is best used for small
scripts; use the Do
Not Inline Scripts
Bigger Than field to
set a threshold for
maximum size of files

Reduces HTTP requests.
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Setting Description Benefit

to be inlined (default:
4096 Bytes).

• Eliminates the need to
make HTTP requests
for the external file.

• Stores inlined
JavaScript in cache.

– Is most
effective when
the HTML5
Advanced
Cache setting
is also
enabled. When
this is the
case, FEO
prevents
inlining of
repeated page
views by
setting a
cookie in the
domain’s
cookie space.

Minify External
JavaScriptandMinify Internal
JavaScript

• Removes from
JavaScripts any
unnecessary
characters such as
line breaks, white
space, and comments.

• Can be applied to
internal JavaScripts,
external JS files, or
both.

Pares down page size.

Exclusions

Use the Optimize JavaScript exclusion to prevent FEO from applying any optimizations to the file(s) you
specify. To exclude a JavaScript file, enter an exclusion pattern consisting of all or part of the JavaScript
filename. For a URL to be excluded, the exclusion pattern can match on any part of that URL. Consider the
example below.
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Example of a JavaScript Optimization Exclusion

Scenario Exclusion Pattern

You want to shield all files in the catalog
directory from all JavaScript optimizations. /catalog/

Page Prefetching

Important: This FEO feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You should disable
this option before support ends if you want to test your revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing optimizations.

Page Prefetching speeds up the load of the next page a user is likely to visit. You apply your knowledge of
usage patterns on your sites to indicate which page a user is most likely to visit from a given starting page.
Page Prefetching starts loading the resources for the second page while the user is interacting with the first
page. If the user then navigates to the second page, it will load faster.

You define the page to prefetch by configuring the Prefetch Link, a regular expression to map against links
contained in the requested page’s HTML. This regular expression matches on all or part of the URL of the
page to be prefetched.

How It Works

If FEO receives a request that matches the URL match criteria of a policy that contains the Page Prefetching
optimization, it checks the prefetch link.

FEO then searches the page’s content for a link matching the prefetch link regular expression. Once the
requested page finishes loading, it prefetches the first matching URL found and begins loading any
resources in the prefetched page.

Note: Chrome browsers behave differently. Instead of prefetching the linked page,
Chrome prerenders it in a hidden tab.

Optimize Target Linked Pages

With one exception, FEO will preload optimized resources (images, scripts, style sheets, etc.) only if the
page to prefetch has already been transformed. Therefore, prefetched pages should themselves be
optimized.

Check that all pages that match the prefetch link pattern are captured in at least one FEO policy’s URL
matches. It is only necessary that those pages be optimized; you do not need to apply the Page Prefetching
optimization to the linked pages.

Exception: Because Chrome browsers use prerendering instead, it is not necessary to optimize the linked
page for requests from Chrome browsers. Even if the target page is not optimized, Chrome browsers will
prerender it.
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Examples

For example, to prefetch the first link on News.com’s home page that is page in its Technology directory, you
would do the following:

How to

1. Define a policy with a URL match such as http://www.news.com/* to match on www.news.com.

2. Define a prefetch-link pattern representing the complete URL. If the links to technology pages look
like this <a href="http://www.news.com/tech/index.html"> , then using a regular
expression such as href="(/tech/)" will result in prefetching a page in the tech directory. Enter
this link pattern in the Prefetch Link text field.

Cautions

Be careful about the syntax for prefetch patterns. Follow these rules:

• Matches are case-insensitive regular expressions that must match the source HTML.

• Use parentheses to indicate the link itself.

• Below are some examples of source code links and corresponding prefetch patterns:

If source code's link looks like this... ...then use this prefetch pattern:
<a href="LINKNAME"> <iframe
src="LINKNAME">

href="(PREFETCH-PATTERN)"
src="(PREFETCH-PATTERN)"

• Use a pipe ( | ) to separate patterns for multiple URLs.

• To match against the link’s HTML tags, put additional criteria outside of the parentheses.

Also remember the following:

• For any given request, FEO prefetches only one page.

• FEO prefetches only the first matching URL that appears in the requested page’s HTML. This is true
even if the first URL is in a line that is commented out and therefore doesn’t appear on the start
page.

– Be sure to account for URLs in comments when determining what pattern to use.

– You can deliberately plant a URL in a comment near the top of a page to force FEO to
prefetch a URL that otherwise would not be the first matching URL. Be sure the comment is
not inside any JavaScript or CSS elements (the <script> and <style> tags).

Best Practices

To maximize the effectiveness of this optimization method, you need to evaluate the activity on your site.
Use your site’s analytics to determine visitor patterns, so that you only prefetch frequently visited pages.
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Resource Prefetching

Important: This FEO feature will reach end of life in March 2021. You should disable
this option before support ends if you want to test your revised policy. Features that
reach end of life before they are disabled will stop performing optimizations.

With Resource Prefetching, JavaScript and CSS files are cached on the user’s browser before they are
requested.

Resource Prefetching is especially useful when a configuration has multiple policies, with each policy
representing a group of similar pages. Often, visitors to a web site to access a particular sequence of web
pages. When a visitor first accesses one page, Resource Prefetching loads CSS and JavaScript resources
used by other pages belonging to the other policies in the same FEO configuration. Resources belonging to
other pages do not begin loading until after the current page is loaded, so it does not impact the
performance of the current page. These resources are stored in the browser's HTML5 cache.

Consider a configuration with three policies: one for the home page, one for category pages, and one for
product pages. Suppose the pages associated with these policies have the following CSS and JavaScript
resources:

Policy CSS Resources JavaScript Resources

Home Page
main.css

home.css

login.js

salecountdown.js

Category Page
main.css

category.css

login.js

saleslides.js

Product Page

main.css

home.css

product.css

sale.css

login.js

saleslides.js

cart.js

productnavigation.js

search.js

With Resource Prefetching enabled on the above policies, a first-view visit to the Home Page prompts the
Home Page resources (marked in boldface) to begin loading first. Once the page load is complete, the
remaining resources associated with Category and Product Pages will begin to load.

When the visitor navigates to a Category Page and a Product Page, the CSS and JavaScript resources will
already be in the browser's HTML5 cache. This reduces asset download and improves the performance of
the first-view visits to these pages.

Cautions

If there are few unique CSS and JavaScript resources across pages belonging to different policies (i.e., CSS
and JS is almost all common), then the effectiveness of this optimization is reduced.
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Best Practices

To ensure greater consistency and reliability, use a URL constant to seed the HTML5 cache with the same
resources every time, regardless of which of the policy’s pages is the first to request content. Do note that
using a URL constant overrides the first-request behavior for all selected optimization in the policy, not just
Resource Prefetching.

For more information, review the URL Constant description. For usage directions review The Edit
Optimization Policies Page and the Use URL Constant As Policy Benchmark description.

Optional Settings

There are two optional settings:

• Select the Prefetch CSS checkbox to store style sheets in the browser’s HTML5 cache.

• Select the Prefetch JavaScript checkbox to store JavaScript files in the browser’s HTML5 cache.

If neither checkbox is selected, this effectively disables Resource Prefetching, even if this optimization is in
the selected methods column for the policy.

Exclusions

You may use any combination of three types of exclusions for the Resource Prefetching optimization
method. These exclusion options provide a more targeted way to prevent caching rogue files than using the
URL constant.

Exclude Specific CSS Files from Prefetch and Exclude Specific JavaScript Files from Prefetch

Use these exclusions to prevent specific style sheets and JavaScript files from caching in the browser’s local
storage.

How to Exclude CSS and JavaScript Files from Prefetch

How to

1. Go to the Resource Prefetching Exclusions tab, select the type of exclusion from the drop-down
menu. and select the Add Exclusions button.

2. In the Click to edit text field, use a regular expression to indicate the file(s) to exclude.

3. Type Enter on your keyboard or select Add Exclusions again.

4. Continue to enter exclusions as desired.

Exclude Policy Resources from Prefetch

Use the existing match criteria of other policies in your FEO configuration to exclude file caching in batch.
For example, say you have a policy, Expiring Deals, designed to optimize product pages that have very
short TTLs. The policy’s match criteria is http://www.example.com/products/closeouts/*.
Excluding the Expiring Deals policy from Resource Prefetching will keep all CSS and JavaScript files out of
the browser’s cache.
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How to Exclude All of Another Policy’s Resources from Prefetch

How to

1. Go to the Resource Prefetching Exclusions tab, select Exclude Policy Resources from Prefetch from
the drop-down menu, and select the Add Exclusions button.

2. Select the Click to edit text field.

3. This displays a drop-down menu auto populated with the names of the other policies in your FEO
configuration.

4. Select the desired policy of exclusion.

5. Type Enter on your keyboard or select Add Exclusions again.

What you should see

Note: Though you can go back and forth among different exclusion types and hop
from working with one optimization method to the other, be certain to select the Save
button at the bottom of the page in order to preserve your policy changes, and then
select Save Configuration.
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The Front-End Optimization API v1

The Front-End Optimization (FEO) API provides a way to use FEO functionality programmatically rather
than through FEO’s Configuration Manager.

FEO accelerates web pages by creating modified versions of the HTML and supporting resources that can
render more quickly. The techniques FEO uses to accelerate pages are called optimization methods (or just
optimizations). Some optimization methods are specific to resource files such as images, JavaScript, and
style sheets. Other optimizations adjust the prioritization and queuing of rendering activities.

Who should use this API
This API is intended for developers who want to automate FEO management. To use this API, you should
be familiar with your existing FEO configuration and the content it's optimizing, as well as the parent product
configuration. You should know how to manage FEO configurations in FEO’s Configuration Manager
(accessible from the Configure menu from a Property Manager page specific to a property that has FEO
enabled in its configuration), including activation and purging. It is important to have a general understanding
of how FEO works, including page analysis, creating transformation bundles, optimizing pages and
resources, and delivering origin vs. optimized content.

If you're not familiar with those concepts, have a look at the Front-End Optimization User Guide before you
continue.

Purge a configuration
Use this API to purge an FEO transformation bundle.

The FEO API deletes all transformation bundles for an assetName. The network checks the status of
transformation bundles about every five minutes. If it finds that a transformation bundle has been deleted,
the FEO analyzer performs a new analysis and generates a new configuration bundle. If resources have
been added or modified, the FEO transformer re-optimizes them.

Request
POST /feo/v1/purge

Object type: Purge

Content-Type: application/json

Request body:

{
    "assetName": "My Main Site",
    "network": "S",
    "comments": "Spring catalog updates on main site"
}
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Usage example
Assume that the product catalog on your website updates weekly. You use the Fast Purge API to purge the
parent product’s configuration, to remove any stale origin content. When this purge finishes, you can then
run an FEO purge to remove the transformation bundles for each of your properties.

1. Use PAPI get a list of your properties for your applicable contractId and groupId.

2. Store the propertyName for each property you want to purge.

GET /papi/v0/properties?groupId=grp_51529&contractId=ctr_3-LPONXD

{
  "properties": {
    "items": [
      {
        "accountId": "act_Z-8-SA8DFS",
        "contractId": "ctr_3-LPONXD",
        "groupId": "grp_51529",
        "latestVersion": 3,
        "productionVersion": 3,
        "propertyId": "prp_256737",
        "propertyName": "www.site.example.com", <= Store this for FEO 
purge
        "stagingVersion": null
      },
      {
        "accountId": "act_Z-8-SA8DFS",
        "contractId": "ctr_3-LPONXD",
        "groupId": "grp_51529",
        "latestVersion": 2,
        "productionVersion": null,
        "propertyId": "prp_581213",
        "propertyName": "jsmith_testing",
        "stagingVersion": null
      },
      {
        "accountId": "act_Z-8-SA8DFS",
        "contractId": "ctr_3-LPONXD",
        "groupId": "grp_51529",
        "latestVersion": 4,
        "productionVersion": 4,
        "propertyId": "prp_52887",
        "propertyName": "www.random.example.com", <= Store this for FEO 
purge
        "stagingVersion": null
      }
    ]
  }
}

3. Use FEO purge for the first stored propertyName, using it as the assetName in the request body.
Set the Akamai network where the purge should take place S for staging or P for production, and
add comments to explian why you performed the purge.

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json
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{
  "assetName": "www.site.example.com",
  "network": "S",
  "comments": "Spring catalog updates on main site"
}

4. Typically, the initial response will state, "errorMessage": "Change pending". The FEO API
doesn't provide an indication of when the request has finished. Make an additional request using the
same assetName. If you see "errorCode": "401" in the response, wait a little while and try the
operation again. Once you see "errorCode": "400", the purge has completed successfully.

{
  "assetId": "12345670",
  "errorCode": "400",
  "errorMessage": "Successful operation"
}

Note: Both of these points apply at this phase of the purge:

• You can only have one FEO purge request active on a property at a
time.

• The errorCode values returned in a response are not the same as
standard HTTP status codes. They're unique to this API and reflect the
success or error of an FEO purge request. See Errors for more
information.

5. Repeat steps 3-4 for each additional stored propertyName values that you want to FEO purge.

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json

{
  "assetName": "www.random.example.com",
  "network": "S",
  "comments": "Removals from the spring catalog on main site"
}

The Purge data objects
This section provides details about the purge data objects used in requests and responses with this API.

The request object
When making a purge request, you specify the property and the network, (staging or production). By default,
this purges the transformation bundles associated with whichever FEO configuration version is currently
active in thatnetwork. Optionally, you can specify a different FEO configuration version. A comment is also
required so you can recognize the purpose of a given purge action.
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Below is an example of the JSON and a table listing the data members for the JSON request.

{
  "assetName": "www.feo-test-shverma.com",
  "network": "P",
  "comments": "my comments"
}

Member Type Requir
ed

Description

assetName String ✓ The Property Name (as configured in Property
Manager) for which you wish to issue the FEO
Purge request

network Enumeration ✓ The environment to which you wish to issue the
FEO Purge request, either P for production
(default) or S for staging.

comments String ✓ A description of the reason for the purge, for
tracking purposes

The response object
After you initiate a purge, you'll receive a JSON response object. Below is an example and a table
describing its members.

{
  "assetId": 93912312,
  "errorCode": 407,
  "errorMessage": "No active version"
}

Member Type Requir
ed

Description

assetId Number ✓ A unique integer identifier that is functionally
equivalent to the assetName specified in the
request

errorCode Number ✓ This is a unique numeric code that represents the
status of the purge request. See errorCode values
for more information.

errorMessage String ✓ A text description of the error code; returns null
on success when errorCode is 400

errorCode values

This table describes the range of possible numeric status codes for the errorCode member returned in the
response object.

Code Message

400 Successful operation
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Code Message

401 Change pending

402 Database error

404 Incorrect property name

407 No active version

408 No ARL for asset

409 No beta permission

410 No comment provided

411 No configuration for asset

413 No property access

415 No versions

417 Submit failed

418 Unexpected exception

419 Version cannot be purged

See Errors on page 81 for more details

Errors
This section provides details for the API’s set of possible error scenarios, and strategies to address them.

401: change pending
This error code indicates that the version you are attempting to purge already has a pending Activation,
Deactivation or Purge Transformations request in progress.

Request

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json

{
  "assetName": "www.mysite.com_pm",
  "network": "S",
  "comments": "Purging a property with a purge already in progress"
}

Response

{
  "assetId": "1760254",
  "errorCode": "401",
  "errorMessage": "Change pending"
}

Resolution
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Wait for a little while for the existing request to complete, before issuing another purge request.

404: incorrect property name
The property specified in assetName was not found.

Request

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json

{
  "assetName": "www.myiste.com_pm",
  "network": "P",
  "comments": "Purging a property with a typo in the assetName"
}

Response

{
  "assetId": "1600833",
  "errorCode": "404",
  "errorMessage": "Did not find asset www.myiste.com_pm"
}

Resolution

Ensure that the value of assetName corresponds to a valid property.

407: no active version
This error code indicates that no active FEO configuration version exists for the network you are attempting
to purge.

Request

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json

{
  "assetName": "www.mysite.com_pm",
  "network": "P",
  "comments": "Purging a property with no active Production version."
}

Response

{
  "assetId": "1032590",
  "errorCode": "407",
  "errorMessage": "No active configuration"
}

Resolution
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Activate an FEO version within the specified network (Staging or Production) and/or ensure that the
network parameter is correct.

410: no comment provided
This error code indicates that the comments field was missing from the request.

Request

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json

{
  "assetName": "www.mysite.com_pm",
  "network": "P"
}

Response

{
  "assetId": "1634446",
  "errorCode": "410",
  "errorMessage": "No comment provided"
}

Resolution

Make sure to include the comments parameter in the request.

411: no configuration for asset
This error code indicates that no FEO configuration versions exists for the specified property.

Request

POST /feo/v1/purge/
Content-Type: application/json

{
  "assetName": "www.mysite.com_pm",
  "network": "P",
  "comments": "Purging a property with FEO versions defined."
}

Response

{
  "assetId": "1910270",
  "errorCode": "411",
  "errorMessage": "Did not find Config for asset 1910270"
}

Resolution

Create and activate an FEO configuration version for the specified property.
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Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2020 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part in any form or
medium without express written permission is prohibited. Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered
trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge
Platform is a trademark in the United States. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their
respective owners. Akamai believes that the information in this publication is accurate as of its publication
date; such information is subject to change without notice.

Published 9/2020
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